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Johnson AWOL, status uncertain Local legislator
Darren Sabedra
Daily stall writer
Star running back Johnny
Johnson has not been seen by
SJSU football coach Claude Gil
bert in a month, and his status
with the team is uncertain. the
coach said Tuesday.
"I don’t know where he is."
Gilbert said.
Spring
practice
officially
began March 28 and ended Saturday. Although injuries excused
Johnson from practicing with the
team. Gilbert said the senior running back was supposed to undergo a rehabilitation schedule.
Johnson. 20, %% as contacted by.
the Spartan Daily Monday night
and seemed optimistic about the
upcoming season. Johnson said
he plans to talk to Gilbert, hut he
didn’t give an exact date.
When asked about his absence
from the team. Johnson said, "I
don’t feel this matter needs to be
discussed. Nothing needs to be
said. I halie no comment."
Johnson. who was the No. 2
all-purpose running hack in the
country last season and averaged
double figures in points or
SJSU’s replacement basketball
team, had been bothered_ h sine
knees after the basketball season.
The injuries excused Johnson
from participating in Spring football practice. hut Gilbert said the
running back from Santa Cm/
I ailed to meet a rehabilitation
schedule the two had mapped out
a month ago.
"He’s been basically absent
without leave." Gilbert said. "I
had a lengthy talk with hint about
his physical situation. and we
outlined a program. We also
talked about things he needed to
do for next season - like lifting
weights, working and being a
member of the team.
"He worked out twice and
then failed to return." Gilbert
declined
to
say
%% nettle’ 1te had tried to 01[11.’0
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By Doris Kramer
stall writer
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Imagine spending a year in Australia. England. France or Sweden
and still going to school.
You would learn about a new cut
lure and see another part of the w0Ild
while continuing your academic.
studies.
That is exactly. what 24 SJSU stu
dents will be doing next year through
the California State University International Program.
Next year it could he you.
There are many countries that participate in this program. and all of
them have different rectum ements.
Eligibility information is as
in the CSU International Program’s
’Study Overseas** brochure. which
can

be

obtained

Room 150.
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-Increase IRA fees from
$5 to $15 per student per
semester.
-Release the A.S. from
any responsibility for
funding IRAs.
-Place total responsibility
for IRA funding in the
hands of the university.
-May take effect in Fall,
1989.
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SJ SU students will vote Wednesday and
Thursday on a referendum calling for a $10
Instructional Related Activities fee increase.
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-Maintain existing $5 fee.
-Lets stand the 1986
"Spartan Excellence"
referendum, which
requires the A.S. to use at
least 30% of fee revenues
to fund IRAs.
-Maintain relationship with
IRA committee, which
provides a majority of IRA
funding.
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Opponents of TV ban denounce ’censorship’
By Sallie Mattison
Daily stall writer
!kilning se...ism and siolence
%% as a cornerstone in arguments
against regulating their removal
from prinie-time television during a debate Itiesday.
During the forum. which xx is
sponsored by SJS1.1’s debate
team and the Inter -Residence
Hall
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My father served as a soldier for Germany
during World War II.
Mentioning this in a class discussion, a classmate expressed surprise that any German would
admit any relation to a Nazi, considering the suffering and slaughtering of the Jews by the
Germans.
A German
soldier does
not a Nazi
make. It is a
common
misperception
that
Nazis were
cruel Jew killing finatics ravaging
Germany. . The terms "Nazi," "German," and"
German war criminal" are not synomyms and not
neccessarily interchangeable with another.
While my father was a soldier in Germany, my
unclewas a Nazi officer stationed in Tunasia.
Neither of them ever killed anyone o harbocd any
predjiduce against Jews. While soldiers could be
members of the Nazi Party, many were drafted and
had no affiliation with Hitler and Nazi party
(National Socialist party).
This somewhat elitist political party did not
encompass all ranks of the military and had a hicrachy of people with power within. Groups like the
SS ,the Gestapo, and others close to Hitler were
among the handful of Germans actually involved
in war crimes. Much of the public either was
unaware of the persecutions or afraid to acknowledgetheir exisencc.
My father was only 14 -years- old when he was
drafted into the German army. By the time he was
16, he was fighting on the front line against the
U.S.S.R. After only two months on the front line,
he was captured by the Russians and did hard
labor in a conccntation camp until Germany surrendered thee years later.
Fortunately, a Russian physician took pity on
the young German who was suffering from
pncmonia, and sent him home to see his parents
before he died. Somehow he recovered his health
and left his country to try and recover his life.
In America he faced bitter prejudgice. He
changed his name from Franz to"Frank" to appear
less Gcrman. He found his nationality despised
for crimes that he did not commit.
I remember my father endlessly consuming
documentaries of Nazi Germany in his free time.
Back then I thought he was silly and told him that
since he was there that he should know what happened.
Now, four years after his death, I realize he
never knew why his country forsake him and
turned an intense ethnic pride into humiliation . He
was futilely trying to come to grips with the
tragedy that stole his childhood and marred his
adult life with periodof acute depression.
Many Germans died in the war, and others like
my father lived only to suffer the aftermath. While
this may not be substantial compared to the more
than six-million Jews persecuted in the Holocaust,
the Germans are still suffering for the barbaric acts
of a few who destroyed the image of the German
people for all.
The Holocaust should be put behind us. Not
forgotten, however, because society learned a valuable lesson from the dictatorship’s inhuman behavior. But it needs to be remembered that war crimes
committed were mainly the actions of Hitler and
the few in power, and their behavior and beliefs
arc not characteristic of the race as a whole.
While it is appropriate to mourn for our dead,
events like the Yom Hashoah continuously bring
the tragedies of the Holocaust into the limelight.
While publicly held services such as this do not
console the survivors, but rather re -open old
wounds and memories best forgotten, they serve to
hurt many who were innocent bystanders, and
continually to punish and humiliates the Germans,
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Recognize problems
at SJSU, but still strive
for excellence in school
George Pinto is a graduate student studying
philosophy at SJSU.
America is militarily first world, economically
headed to second world status with our total debt,
and educationally third world. Seems our priorities
are in reverse order. While educationally it might
be premature to write this nation’s obituary, it is at
least timely to give it CPR.
Recent tests of high school students from
different countries showed America came near the
end, just ahead of Nepal and Thailand. That is
frightening, considering the limited financial
resources available in those countries compared
with the United States. The situation is worse in
California, as California high school students are
nowhere near the top in average SAT scores
among American high school students. It is
curious, even odd, that while high schools can
barely make Dick and Jane write and read to
acceptable international standards, they have
managed to teach a hostility, a poor value, against
the humanities.
The G.E. curriculum at SJSU corrects that
problem in part, but the hostility remains because
G.E. is mandatory. The result is some students
graduate from college wholly ignorant of culture
taken in its larger sense. We need a more tolerant
attitude and a greater emphasis than is already
placed for the humanities. We need to be
acquainted with the history of ideas, great
movements and events in history, how we got here
and where we are headed. An intimate
conversation with Plato, Aristotle, Descartes and
Locke should be an integral part of every college
experience. It would be unfair to brand this
thinking intellectual elitism. If standards have
dropped so low, then anything by comparison will
be seen as elitist. We must be a multidimensional
people in a multidimensional world. Do we really
have a choice?
The California State University system is no
less guilty than the High School Board. Its policies
seem to treat education as a marketing paradigm.
A university is divided into management
(administration), labor (faculty) and resources
(students). As with management at many
institutions, labor and resources get the shaft.
What is truly sad is that students do not realize
they are getting the short end of the stick, being
led to believe they arc "educated" at the end of a
four-year degree, a degree that is often a technical
certificate only.
Student representatives, when not part of that
accepting attitude of the status quo, are busy
fighting problems created by management (CSU)
like parking and other "intellectual" issues like
skateboard and bike bans. There was a time not too
ong ago when freedom, justice, war and peace
were issues that were hotly debated in universities.
The watering down, the averaging down and
leveling down of standards has reduced
communication and conversation to the level of
boobs talking to boobs.
Only a small minority of students auend college
the world over, yet they will, in all likelihood, be
the decision makers in society tomorrow.
Increasingly, our focus is becoming narrower,
more parochial. Bourkina Fasso, Kiribati, Albania,
already distant places on the world map will cease
to exist in our minds entirely. Their situation, their
problems in particular, will no longer confront us
and our claim to world citizenry will be denied.
Curiously, we would have bastardized ourselves,
then, making us illegitimate citizens of this planet,
a planet in need of all the help it can get. If you
disagree with this, consider for a moment that a
survey showed 25 percent of high school students
cannot locate America on a world map.
Returning to SJSU, neither the university nor
the CSU system has provided the community with
an articulate, coherent vision of what kind of
university SJSU wants to be. A little blurb in a
brochure or catalog does not suffice. That vision
needs to be seen, heard and felt in every university
endeavor.
This unrestrained growth in the administration
population along with the proliferation of some
hardly justifiable committees is a drain financially
on the system, taking precious dollars away from
the classroom. Why this continuous fascination
with paper work and paper shuffling? If the system
is becoming more efficient, shouldn’t there be a
decrease in the administration population? Why
keep jobs when none should exist? This
administrative problem is rampant at most public
institutions. The word faculty is derived from the
Greek word for power. Part of the administration
problem is that the faculty has given their power to
administrators (sometimes translated as
bureaucrats).
What chance do we have of solving the ozone
layer and world-ovcr population problems if we
can’t solve parking and other problems at SJSU?
Yet we constantly hear this endless babble
delivered in euphoric exclamations of how all is
well at SJSU while the problems are sidestepped,
ignored or plain denied, never tackled head on.
To my fellow students: Don’t let the problems at
SJSU handicap you greatly. Remember, a
university is a sacred place where knowledge is
shared, exchanged, passed on, learned for the first
time. Persevere for excellence and actively work
for change and, oh yes, keep smiling.

Letters to the Editor
Courageous art
Editor,
This letter is in response to the
articles written on April 27 by
Elena M. Dunivan on AIDS awareness.
Although I think the Santa Clara
County Health Department’s idea of
having local artists portray the message of AIDS prevention through
art is a good one, the Ruth Harris
story "caught" my attention.
To think that a person could possibly be infected for 15 years without any symptoms is sobering. The
fact that we don’t know alot about a
disease that kills should be enough
to make people wake up to the seriousness of AIDS.
I admire people like Ruth Harris
who are willing with their personal
experiences, to help make people
aware of the seriousness of this disease. I agree that AIDS is everyone’s problem and that we had better listen to the message that Harris
is trying to give. This disease presents a problem that we all have to
work together to solve.
Rene Washington
Graduate
English

Name changes
Editor,
I have followed with interest the
recent discussion in the Spartan
Daily about the courses offered by
the School of Engineering, and the
personalities (nerdy, or otherwise)
of the students these courses produce.
I suppose this is important, but a
much more important fact about
these courses, one which none of
your correspondents mentioned
even in passing, is that they don’t
reflect the Cultural Pluralism which
is so notable a fact about the United
States in the last decades of the 20th
century,
Offering such courses would
constitute a good start in the right
direction, but I have something
much more fundamental in mind.
The faculty of the School of the
Humanities and the Arts (to say
nothing of the School of Social
Science) have come 40 realize that
the human beings living in the different parts of the world arc entirely
different from one another
(although, of course, all of them are
equally wonderful), and that human
nature itself must therefore be necessarily be different everywhere.
Since this is true of human nature it
is probably true of non -human natuc
also: probably, if the consciousnesses of the School of Engineering
were raised to the heights of our
consciousnesses have been raised to,
the faculty of the School of
Engineering would discover that
different sets of physical laws operated in the different parts of the
world --and they could modify their
courses as we have modified ours.
How about "Probablistic Models
for Civil Engineering Decisions in
S.E. Asia," or Intro to Chemical
Process Modeling in Central
Africa"? Such titles would at least
improve
the
School
of
Engineering’s course offerings-- and
we all know that appearances are
important important than realities
just about everywhere nowadays.
So come on, you guys in that

brand new building with those hightech computers and stuff, let’s all
enter the 21st century together (in
our own very different ways, of
course).
Dennis Chaldecott
Professor of English

Allergy truths
Editor,
This is in response to an article
by Elena M. Dunivan. I would like
to point out that allergies arc very
versatile. Dr. Herman Hirshfield in
his book, "The Whole Truth About
Allergy," states, "Many fathers and
mothers have the mistaken idea that
childrei. outgrow their allerigies.
They think the child is no longer
allergic because the symptoms frequently disappear around the age of
four or five years. Experience has
proved this false. Careful studies
show that the baby who reacts to
eggs, milk or other allergens usually becomes the child or adult who
suffers from other allergies in other
ways....Allergy is a versatile disease. Like a talented actor, it first
appears as hives or eczema, then
leaves and returns later as asthma or
hay fever."
This leads me to wonder if a person could get rid of hay fever by
first pinpointing food allergies and
then taking care of the allergies.
However, a person should ask their
doctor if this would be harmless in
their case. The reintroduction of a
food after not eating it for from four
to fourteen days could cause a
severe allergic reaction for some

people. Personally, I am wiii..i6 to
give it a try. I have been suffering
from hay fever for years with no
help in sight. Taking injections is
not taking responsibility for my
own health and taking pills to cover
up the symptoms is not addressing
the issue at all.
Victoria Garcia
Junior
Art History

Apply the courage
Editor,
The article on Charlie
Wedemeyer (April 26) was truly
inspirirational. If Wcdcmcycr has
the will to go on with his life, I’m
sure we can all find the strength to
get through finals.
I know its impossible to compare a life threatened by a disease
process to school grades, but just as
in life-- it is the quality (of learning) that counts.
The physical and emotional set
back by Lou Gchrig’s disease has
not discouraged Wedemeyer in his
quest to achieve his goals. 1 feel
that Wedemeyer’s determination
should serve as an example to the
entire SJSU student body.
I think Wedemeyer’s statement
"Never stop living until you’re
done living, is a great philosophical statement that speaks for itself.
Apparently. Wedemeyer feels that
his life is worth fighting for because
he docs’nt appear to be "done living.’
Mimi Chan
Senior
Occupational Therapy

Doris Kramer is a Spartan Daily Writer
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Political science student poll Technicians analyze pump
receives personal responses of space shuttle Atlantis
that forced flight delay

By Andrew II. Channing
Daily staff writer
When

her own.

Bowers

SJSU

political science
students recently circulated 150
questionnaires, sonic of the re-

spondents were offended.
"One thing I don’t like is them
asking if I do drugs,- George
Rios, an undeclared sophomore,
said of the questions. "It’s none of
their business."
The questionnaires were distributed by Barbara Norrander’s Politics and Public Opinion class as an
exercise to develop students’ poll
taking skills.
The

four-page

questionnaire
questions ranging

contained 60
from "What is your age?" to
’Are you of Hispanic origin or descent?’’

tion
money

spent on the Rec Center
was justifiedr’ was the hest question.
"I plan to use the Rec Center
even though I’m a grad student,’’

above

drugs

in

the

past year. . . marijuana, cocaine, crack.
uppers. downers. LSD,
mushrooms or heroin.**
Several students, including Candace Bowers, said that such infix-’nation was nobody’s business but

Another question v, as touchy for
other respondents: "Please indicate whether or not you tavor le
gall/ed abooions under the following
On:num:ince% .
. rape.
incest, danger to file of pregnant
woman. mobahility of a major

she said.

birth detect "
The di.ei,ity of the poll’s questions was confusing to some stu-

’One thing I don’t
like is them asking
if I do drugs. It’s
none of their
business.’

Though it stated that the "answers would remain completely
anonymous,- some of the survey
questions were too personal. several SJSU students said.
One of the questions addressed
student drug use by asking respondents if they had "tried any of the

being a homemaker, and the effects
on pre-school children if their inothers worked, were also asked.

commented that a ques"Do you feel the

asking

dents.
Other students
was too genei;i1 to

George Rios,
Sophomore, Undeclared
One question solicited student
actions to proposed solutions to oat fie congestion in the Bay Area, such
as expanding BART into San Mateo
and Santa Clara Counties or building
more freeways.
Several questions concerned sex ual differences in the workplace.
Questions about working mothers, a
wife’s choice between working or

said
ha. e

the survey

CAPE CANAVERAL. Ha. (API
- Technicians today analyied a
faulty hydrogen pump that forced
NASA to abort launch of the space
shuttle Atlantis seconds away fnmi
liftoff and delay the craft’s mission
until next week.
The mission will mark America’s
return to unmanned exploration of
the solar s!, stem after an II -year absence by sending a robot probe to-

"I3oth of them would ha.e to tall
into a quick fix and it would be optimistic to expect thai.’’ Sleek said.
Among tens oh 11011‘.1 II
fur had
gathered to’ the planned ’ale afternoon ’Mott were prominent plan
etary scientists
ho ha.e been
mug
to
resume
solar
system
exploration since 1975. sit imeni Pumice? Venus %kJ5 launched on tile
List
"We

real signif-

icance

ward the planet Venus
was
ciiuntyltiwn
Iziunch
The
stopped Friday %s till lust 31 seconds

"If I was a political science
major. I think the poll would have
more meaning." said Bowers. an

left after c,introllers detected an electrical power surge in a main engine
fuel pump. lti.e astronauts were on

has,. \salted a number of
yeais lin this flight. and i ley\ extra
daY s won’t ’nano.- said I eimard
Fisk N AS A’s chief scientist "The
is a tumult long Has ing the
shuttle lead
011 the bust tl,i’u is

!Mgt’s’) giaduate student.
Poliii,;11 science students de. ised the questions
to increase inters ien ing skills. according 11 Nlitralldel

board.

ample wile to sine the

-We ii) 11, teach students how
to do public opinion poll taking,’’
she said.
Despite the number of people
intei y iessetl, the poll was not an
accurate sample, she added.
"5,1, e passed out the surveys in
tom

Ins

01

political

science

classes.’
Norrander said
"That
means we did not get a large
enough spectrum ol students."

Robert Sleek. the Kennedy Space
Center launch director, said technicians would remove panels of the engine compartment to get at the
pump.
A leaky hydrogen line that spewed
a cloud of vapor toward the end of
the countdown also must he re
paired. Sleek said. Engineers believe
the .apiir escaped through a pitifulle
in a luting.

’cell
It either the pump or the hy
line ha.e to be replaced, the launch
could he postponed until "well lino
next week,- Sick said
Atlantis coukIn’t be launched before Monday at the earliest because
of the two problems, he said.

moblein and

l’’.1-71:;:;’1.1111111.517lietins.,’:L1711;

11.11(1
1.11.4,11 1121,4 I I 1/1 1 1 BI1M n

%tee agencs

must send the

\lx4clIall Probe 1,11 its
2S III lake advantage oi
alignment between

by
the propel

Earth and

It N

ASA ciiiiI meet that deadline.
Mild blase to X1.111 its,’
X eats heloie the ivy. plus-Is
.11C III 1
1.11:11Fed p 0111111
After the synth was announced.
the astionauts climbed out of the
spaceship in their tuiplit orittwe
launch stilts ;11151 %s et,. taken hack to
the crew quarters toi .1 late luny li
The crew includes commander

Da. id Walker. along with Ronald J.
Grave, Mary t.. Cleave, Norman E.
Thagard and Mark C. Lee.
preparations
the
said
Sieck
seemed "picture perfect- until 20
minutes before launch.
was
malfunction
computer
A
quickly fixed and the count resumed
utter a six minute delay *I hen, with
fewer than 50 seconds lett on the
clock, an engineer in the launch control rixmi told Sleek. "Possible
problem with an engine I recirculation pump ... recommend hold at 1’111111U% 31.’
The countdow II was stopped.
"It just V,. :INT I. 1 our day." Sleek
He fretted out loud that the

said.

perfect on Friday, would
likely he less ideal next week.
Alter it is released from Atlantis’
cargo hay, Magellan will rocket itself onto a 15 -month. )406 million mile path tow aid Ventis. the Earth N
weather,

nearest planetary neighbor.
’Hie explorer craft will spend eight
months orbiting A’entis and mapping
about 90 percent oh the planet slur lace using a sophisticated radar sv
tenAl’entis is a
that has .0 I’.’.

chiud-shrouded world

s intrigued scientist,
because it is dhow the We ut Earth,
but lacks any of the conditions tha

Bush condemns Panama fraud, Bay Area supermarket employees
anticipates U.S. ally support
get second chance on new contract
be

hacking

f AP)
PresiTuesday called for all
U.S. allies to condemn anticipated
widespread election fraud in Pan-

elections next tebi Lii

and a dangerous
a tragic setback
one. The consolidation of tyranny
will not he peace. It will be a crisis

Bush said it took
eat courage tor tlw opposition no enter tile C:1111

t Al’i
FRANCISCO
SAN
Workers at more than 300 liay area
supermarkets will
pet
a seoind

paign

chance to .ote on a lie..

ama. where the administration predicts Manuel Antonio Noriega will

waiting to happen."

’A free and tali sole m the elections.’’ Bush said. would enable

with

WASHINGTON

dent

Bush

. "It ssrll

lie said

inilleinio I lulaia

steal Sunday’s vote.
’All nations that . alue democracy

Paraguay.. where Monday’s elections led to victoery for
Gen. Andres Rodriguer. "is on its

that understand free and fair elections are the Ye’ y heart of their dem-

way to joining the democratic mains-

Panama "to take a sipmt leant step
towards ending the international isocrisis
lation and into’ nal

tream.’’

brought on by

ocratic system

should speak out

4gainst

election fraud in Panama.’’
Bush said in remarks to the Council
jt the Americas, an organitation of
business people. "That means the
democracies of Europe, as well as
dations in this hemisphere struggling
to preserve the democratic sySiCMS
they’ve fought so hard to put in
In a speech touching on the ecoionic, political and social situation
hroughout the hemisphere. the pre. dent also said that unless Nicaragua’s leftist gover lllll ent changes the
:’ominous’’ actions leading to its

"We congratulate President-elect
Rodtiguei on his ele,.toral s ictor)
and look forward to sisorking with
him," Bush said
Bush continued to step up the ad minstration’s

anti

Noriega

rhetoric

as the Panamanian eletlion nears.
He repeated his pompe that the
United States "will not recogni/e
the results of a fraudulent electio
keep
to
ii
Noriega
engineered
power."

lie

.oi Jega umhit

But, added litish. "It is e. ’dent
that the regime is ready. to Icsort to
massis e election tr.iuitl III RIO. 10 Tema," Ill l’1155021
In Nu-mien:I. vx here the Bush administi.ition is quint5 irig non -lethal
aid to the Conna idyls until the
elections

nevi yi .11 . the president
ecentely
the election 1.1.. r,tn,od
ci,i
passerh by th e Sand inista
national asseiribls
blasted

The poserffillefli. controlled hi
Noriega, is backing the general’
close associate. Calk). Duque, to

Hush pi aised tlic ie,ent elections
in Fl Saly ado’ and said
new pre.itletit. Albedo (.1 istiant. "has our

president. An oppiisition coalition is

support

Crime watch
the Faculty Cafeteria Friday
omitted loss $50.

I -

len Thursday from the bike racks
on the east side of MacQuarrie
Hall. Estimated loss $250.
student Angela Drady
SJSU
reported her bike stolen Friday
from the residence hall Dining
Commons. Estimated loss S50.
Vandalism: An unknown person broke the wooden exit crossing arm in the 100. Street Garage
Saturday.. Istimated loss for labor
and materials $50.
theft: Strmeone
Attempted
tried to steal a Kotex machine in

results expected v5 ithin three
weeks, union officials sas
The workers. menthe,. ot the
United Food and Coniniel,ial Workers Union. staeyl on the Joh Alonda

!teeth:LI. Phil In, kei . new. se,tetais
for the union. said thew ssas SI Mk:
1:011 11,101) during the origiihd soh..

after narrossly silting down a stiike.
Huth sides agreed late Monday to
vote again on a contract proposal he
cause ot contusion osei its terms.
Winkel 5 111,1’,II; 11 flux C hull’,

e in the union want to know
sit hitt 1 11Q. ’were sot
menthe’s lint:
ing on. and so do the employers.’Tucker said. "The viorst thing )oti
do I. put peopletill the ’Ii eels

derS100d. management’s last 1111 rule
nego
concessions. said Bill Seim.
tiator for the union. He said hal lots
will be mailed to the 20.000 11 101 1 -

/II 1 111.11
C
last \seek
mended that 1,11 kV! s 1501
ale 1111 11 it 1,1 1 I 1.II 1 Illt; i:0111101 HUT
:diet last 11111011,. rieotiations that
lasted until I .1 III S11111.1.1 . lilt’ MI 1011
11,11.’il Its IChi1111 I 1 11:11i1.11 it’ll nil a

hers in eight counties
On Sunday, the workers wird 55
percent to 45 percent to turn dimn
the contract. Howe.er. only 1i2 percent voted to strike. falling short of
the two-thirds major if. iequired by,
union by -law s.

sit him you aren’t
111 li 111

leaders

I sir OM 11 C011
neutral i’us, te
jurslitle
Selence
flit’ cirturltues Ill’. 01. ed :lie
Fran, isco. Alameda. Contia Coq.,

\

’,lila

Napa mid

Clara.

%farm.

d

MAC & PC
RENTALS
USE COMPUTERS
HERE IN THE
STORE OR TAKE
ONE HOME
discount w, this ad
or student ID card

100.

Computers To Go
CALL 408/746-2945
Sunnyvale

Murhpy

539 S.

SpartaGuide
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Stolen hikes: SJSU student
Bales nark reported his bike sto-

Ole he,I toll!
6011 Is lor OleIlilIttIl iii ic.ole,..
Linda Aslik.illl. .pokesv,oni,lii
whidi
the Food I
represents 10 supeiniaiket
twins.
Ole %%as
second
Agreeing that

make life on this planet possible

Thefts:
Parking
super’. ism
Gordon Parco reported two signs
stolen from the Seventh Street
Garage entrance Friday . The loss
is estimated at St .000.

SJSU employee Helen Gallegos reported to university police
that her car stereo was stolen
Monday afternoon. The vehicle
was parked on the third floor of
the Seventh Street Garage. The
Alpine
AM -FM stereo cassette
player is valued at 5800.
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noon.
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Student California Teachers As- I’
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Outrageous shades

-s part ()I Rand Schilti Jew dr) and letalsmith class, students made their own
sunglasses. iChockwise) Julie Nlattimore, a senior majoring in art education, explains how
she made her Nlusical Note Glasses." Jennie Graham, a senior majoring in art
educati(m, works on her pair of ninml Glasses." Sophomore child development major
Kelley (;oodyear shows off her glasses. Goodyear calls the shades "Oh, What A.
Vs onderful World." as they depict a not -so-perfect beach scene with murky wather and
floating beer cans.
Photos by Shelley Scott
ICielTRO

0

P000PIAM

STUDENTS

’at,

IDNESDAY NITE CINEMA

If you’re interested in chiropractic
as a career or a health care option,
stop by and meet interns from the
Palmer College of Chiropractic
West Clinic on May 3 and learn
more about the second largest
health care profession in the world.

stand

404t

1095 Dunford Way Sunnyvale

$2.00
7& 10P.M.

408/244-9650

INrn

Al I 97.1 5251

fees be raised

by $10?

Vote on May 3 & 4
9:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
The issue on which you will be voting follows:
"Shall the existing Instructionally Related Activity (IRA) Fee of five dollars ($5)
per student, per semester he increased to fifteen dollars ($15) per student, per
semester AND shall the Associated Students he released from allocating at least
30% of the A.S. Fee revenue for the support of IRA programs AND shall these
changes become effective upon approval of the Chancellors’s office?"
Polls located at the Student Union, Clark Library, and Breezeway
between Physical Education and Intercollegiate Athletics
Funded by Associated Students

To Learn More, Visit Our Booth
Outside the Student Union on

Wednesday, May 3
10:00 AM - 3:90 PM

SPARTAN PUB

Appearing Thursday, May 4 8:30 - 11:30

VOTE
IRA

PALMER
WEST

COLLEGE OF CHIROPRACTIC

May 3

MORRIS DAILEY AUDITORIUM

Should

Straighten Up Your
Health For Summer

L

Al
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Parent of gang member charged
for failure to "supervise" son

Finger roll

Ins ANGELEs t API
A 37.
year -old mother who allegedly kept
snapshots of her children toting guns
has bee
the first person charged
under a new anti -gang law targeting
parents who fail to control their children.
Gloria Williams, the mother of a
15 -year -old boy accused of raping a
12 -year -old girl, was charged Monday with failing to supervise her
Iii dren under a misdemeanor law
added to the books last year. She
faces up to a year in jail and a $2.500
fine if convicted.
"Attacking the gang problem at
its roots
in the home and at an
earlier age - is crucial to battling
this cancer in our society." City Attorney James Hahn said in announcing the charge.
Ms. Williams was accused of failing to exercise reasonable care. supervision, protection and control of
minor children under the Street Terrorism Enforcement and Prevention
Act.
She was arrested Friday at her
South Central home and was freed
on $20.(KX) hail.
Her son, a reputed gang member
named Popeye. whose real name
vy as not released. was arrested for inestigation of the gang rape last
month of a 12-yearold girl. The
child told police she was kidnapped
from the Williams’ back yard and
raped by gang members at various
-sate houses" over four days. Hahn
said.

Verber of the city attorney ’s gang
unit.
Other photographs showed the 15 year -old son with a rifle, a 4 -year old stun pointing a pistol at the camera. and Ms. William*, I9 -year-old
daughter posing with a semiautomatic pistol pointed at a child’s head.
More than 350 people were killed
in gang -related violence in Los Angeles County last year.
Monday night. a 17 -year -old reputed gang member was wounded in
the head by gunfire coming from a
passing car on Heliotrope Drive.
said police Sgt. Ray Heslop. The
James Hahn,
youth was in critical condition at
Los Angeles City Attorney Kaiser Foundation Hospital.
Murder charges were filed Monday against a 15 -year -old boy arrested
in the shooting death last
The son, who is on probation for
auto theft. had previous arrests for week of a 16 -year-old boy, apparinvestigation of burglary and receiv- ently killed because he wore a blue
cap - - the color of a rival gang.
ing stolen property, police said.
And. authorities in Santa Ana said
"All I can say is that they are
wrong. My son is not in a gang.** a 22 -year-old man slain in a drive -by
Ms. Williams said Monday. "The shooting Sunday night was the subpolice keep putting this on him, hut urban city’s fourth gang -related
homicide victim this year. In 1988,
it is not true.
However. Hahn alleged that Ms. there were only six gang -related killWilliams was "actively involved in ings, authorities said.
The presence of rival gangs in and
her son’s gang."
Police who searched the Williams around Los Angeles has caused achome found gang graffiti scrawled tion by both state and local police
on bedroom walls. Two photograph forces. In the past three years, muralbums portrayed Ms. Williams with ders between factions of gun -bearing
youths who wore gang clothing and youths has raised national attention
and resulted in the installation of
flashed gang signs. Hahn said.
"It looked like the headquarters large v,alls around some Los Anfor the local gang." said Robert geles schools.

’Attacking the gang
problem at its roots
in the home and
at an earlier age
is crucial to
battling this cancer
in our society.’

Brown opposes change in gun bill
calls new version ’watered down’
Mike Werner Daily staff photographer
Dan Tibbetts performs a "had attitude" while summer freestyle competitions to keep or shape for
vv ’irking out IA ith his Frisbee. Tibbetts competes in fall and winter fencing competitions.

Stanford alumnus- renowned architect
Birge Clark, dies at age 96 in Cairo
STANFORD. Calif. AP) -Birge
Clark, a graduate of Stanford University’s class of 1914 and the architect of many ot Palo Alto’s renowned buildings. died in Cairo.
Egpyt, while traveling sv ith his
grandson. He was 96 years old
Clark 55 is fulfilling a lite-long
wish to S sit the psi,itinds and the
Cairti Museum W licit he Stiffen:4J a
stroke Saturday and died the next
day at a Cairo hospital. Stanford officials said.
Clark worked with his father, architect Arthur B. Clark, oil the house
Herbert Hoover and his wife. Lou
Henry Hoover. built on campus in
1921.
The house, which is now the
home of the university president.
served as the residence toi voting
dignitaries including heads of state
and royalty. Clark also designed the
Seeley G. Mtidd Chemistry Building
and the three Stauffer laboratories at
Stanford, in addition to numerous
homes in Palo Alto.
His trademark was an early -California style of white stucco and red
tile roofs.
"Rirge Clark made a great and enduring contribution to the beauty of

our community . His memorial is 1986.
many fine buildings o Inch now we
Clark celehrated his 96th birthdas
will continue to en it iy and fondly re- on
16.
member him for,- said Palo Alto
Mayor Larry Klein.
Clark also designed many coin
mercial buildings in Palo Alto, in
eluding the Post Office.
When he began oinking. he was
one of only two architects in practice
between San Francisco and San Jose
and took any job that came his ks:t .
he said in an interview several years
ago.
I
"I was like a country doctor
did every thing that came along. I
hanks.
did
never did a church. but I
stores, office buildings" and even a
medical clinic, he said.
Clark was born in 1893 and greo
up near Stanford, where he recalled
seeing university co-founder Jane
Stanford as she rode around town in
her carriage.
After earning his bachelor’s degree in art and engineering, Clark attended Columbia University . cam
ing a master’s degree in architecture.
In 1922. Clark married Lucile
Townley. Stanford class of ’18 and
daughter of Stanford faculty member
Sidney D. Townley . She died in

SACRAMENTO (API -- Assembly Speaker Willie Brown says he
and other lawmakers oppose the
changes (iii’.. George Deukmejian
wants to make in the assault weapons ban bill.
"I would oppose watering down
the bill." Brown said at a Capitol
news conference.
Identical bills that would virtually
ban sale of sennautomatic military style are stalled on the Senate and
Assembly floors. The Senate was
about to send one of them. S14292 hs
Senate President Pro Tent Das id
Roberti, D-1.0. Angeles. to the go.
ernor’s desk on April 20 Howe. er
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Associated Students.
Sponsored and
partially funded by
The Asian American
Studies Department
For more information
call the Asian American
Studies Department
Office at (408) 924-5750

Deukmejian also said he wants the
punishment for current owners who
fail to register their guns to be an infraction, with a tine, rather than a
misdemeanor or a felony.

BASIC is a must.
Contact Jonathan Mitchell
any weekday afternoon at
(408) 280-7999

AC( !DENIAL
TOURIST

DAVID WONG
Wednesday, May 17
12:30-1:30pm
Reception: 400-6:00pm
Engineenng 13Idg. Rm 189

He said he is concerned about language that also restricts guns nearly
identical to those listed. Roberti says

that is to present manufacturers from
putting out a similar gun with a different name Deukmejian said that
causes ,t11111.11011 among gun owners
unsure about whether their guns are
prose ri bed .

Part-time/Freelance
Sound knowledge of

TAKE 11 WINNER
HOME WITH YOU
TONIGHT

CAREER PANEL
Wednesday, May 3
11:00-1700pm
Costanoan Room

Deukmejian asked tot a delay while
he considered amendments.
The Republican governor says he
wants too changes in the bill. which
would restrict 52 specific guns, hut
allow people ss ho own them prior to
June 1 to keep them by getting a
state permit.

DARN
1111iI\
THE ACCUSED

A.S. Positions Available Now

4

ren

Want tt, gain working experience, meet people, and make a
difference on campus? 11 you have answered yes. the Associated
Students is for you. For information, please stop by the
Student Union, or call 924-6240 today. Remember, things
will change when you get involved. Looks great on a resume!

Positions Available: program board and public relations
245 E. SANTA CLRRR

287-7625
Funded by A.S.
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SPORTS

Morrison signs two new players;
helps fill void left by boycotters

Spartan connection

By Sean Muleaster
Daly staff wmer

After making his toughest decision yet to not retain four boycotting
basketball players, SJSU Coach
Stan Morrison took his first steps
toward filling those vacancies by
signing two junior college players
Monday.
Shane McCullough and Troy
Batiste, both highly -touted junior
college guards, are the first players
this spring to sign national letters of-intent to attend SJSU.
The signings fill two of the spots
created when Morrison blocked the
return of David Hollaway and Scan
Davis, two guards who joined Mel
player boycou on Jan. 18.
Angelo Foccia and Damon Greer
are the other players who were not
allowed to return to the team.
"These two players give us the
kind of playmaking, passing, penetration and perimeter shooting that
will help our perimeter game,"
Morrison said.
"Both arc tough and very corn -

the field, including 40 percent from
three-point range.
Batiste is nearly the same size at
6-2 and 195 pounds and comes from
Santa Monica Community College,
a perennial powerhouse in
California junior college basketball.
Although Batiste didn’t have the
gaudy scoring figures, averaging
11.5 points per game, he did have
327 assists in two seasons, third best
in the school’s history.
Stan Morrison,
"It’s apparent we need depth at
Basketball Coach all positions and these are players
who will be top candidates for considerable playing time," Morrison
petitive. Both are versatile in that said.
Troy can play the point and wing
With the signings of McCullough
positions and Shane is a former
point guard who plays the wing and Batiste, Morrison now has five
incoming players. Jeff Noviisky a
position."
McCullough was the MVP of his forward from Skyline Community
conference and an all -state selection College, guard Andre Brooks from
for Grays Harbor Community San Jose City College and Robert
College in Aberdeen, Wash. The 6- Dunlap, a 7 -foot center from
foot -3, 195 -pounder also led his Richardson, Tex., were all recruited
conference in scoring with a 20.7 by former Coach Bill Berry before
average and shot 45.2 percent from he was fired earlier this year.

’These are players
who will be top
candidates for
considerable
playing time.’

Go directly to school
with a student loan
from
Imperial Savings.

Alyssa Jensen Daily stall photographer
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lotYMPICS
Qs&
COMING SOON

to an in -basket near yours! Signups for the
1989 edition of summer staff (pseudo -athletic)
silliness here at SJSU.
COMPETITION
in Bowling, Billiards, Croquet, Darts, Horseshoes,
Swimming, Competitive Volleyball, & Novice Jungleball.
INDIVIDUAL COMPETITION
in the now famous Waste Paper Basket Ball Toss & the
Summer Olympics Frisbee Toss.
Look FOR IT
to arrive in your department soon.

Call for More Information

924-6404
STUDENT UNION GAMES AREA

’Supplemental Lan tor
SILcients iSLS)
’Parent Loan to Uncle!.
: iivate Students (PLUS,
:. processing in as little as 3 day,
upon receipt of your completed
.:
.rteous and responsive loan specialists
to assist you in all phases of the loan process
Make the move toward your education goals today
by calling our toll -tree information line Or just stop by
one of our many branch ollices and pick up an application

Imperial Savings

T PASS UP THE CHANCE TO GO FOR
THE EDUCATION YOU WANT!

Student Loans
1 -800-243 5669

PULLING TOGETHER
The Quest to be the Best is a Team Effort

TERM

HARVEMS

HARVEYS RESORT HOTEL/CASINO, located in beautiful Lake Tahoe. will have representatives at San Jose State University on May 11, 1989 to conduct interviews for full-time and
summer postions. Employment opportunities are available in the following areas:
Food & Beverage, Hotel Casino, Dealers (1 week school)
Contact the Career Planning & Placement Center to set up an interview and ask about our
52C0.00 SUMMER INCENTIVE

Be a part of the winning team. Harvey’s
the newest and best resort hotel/
casino at Lake Tahoe has openings
in the food, beverage, hotel, and
casino departments. (Summer seasonal positions also available
-great for college students.)
Meet with our managers
and department heads to
discuss your future
with Harvey’s and the
excitement working at beautiful
Lake Tahoe. You
could become a
part of Harvey’s
winning team.
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Veatch injures knee in scrimmage

Reggie

By Darren Sabedra
Daily staff write(
Quarterback Matt Veatch, a
junior college transfer from Butler
College in Eldorado, Kan., earned
his way to the top of SISU’s quarterback mountain this Spring.
But as the 6-foot-4, 203 -pound
junior reached the peak, he may
have accidently taken a slide back
down.

Burton

NBC special less than phenomenal
in providing answers about blacks

Veatch was the top performing
quarterback in the eyes of SJSU
coaches this Spring. But during the
team’s intrasquad scrimmage
Saturday at Spartan Stadium, Veatch
encountered a football player’s
nightmare. Late in the scrimmage,
the junior twisted his right knee as
he released a pass.
"I heard the pop," he said.
"And when you’ve heard the pop
before, it really scares you."
Veatch has been hampered with
knee problems before, the latest
coming last season in Kansas. "I
hurt my left one last Fall," he said.
"But I played the whole season."
Veatch is scheduled to have a
Magnetic Resonance Imaging test
this week, SJSU Trainer Charlie
Miller said. "This test will give us a
computer assembled picture of the
inside of the knee," he said.
It was originally believed Veatch
had damaged cartilage or ligaments,
but movement in the leg Sunday
brought signs of optimism to the
SJSU coaching staff.
"We thought it was bad," SJSU
quarterback and receivers coach
Dan Henson said. "But the way it
looked (Sunday), now it appears to
be just a sprain. He was walking
without crutches."
Still, Miller remains skeptical.
"He’s not feeling a whole lot of
pain," Miller said. "But that’s not

Shelley Scott
Matt Veatch, left. SJSU’s !So. I quarterback candidate, drops hack to pass during a recent practice.
diagnosuc."
Before the injury, Veatch completed six of 14 passes for 149 yards
and one interception in Saturday’s
scrimmage. Ralph Martini, who is
also battling for the No. I spot, was
eight of 18 for 79 yards and three
interceptions.
"Right now," Henson said, "Matt
has the edge."
Despite being the closest com-

Daly stall photographer

Veatch injured his knee during a scrimmage Saturday and %ill undergo vtlenskc tests this aeek.

peutor for the starting job, Martini
would like to see Veatch recover
quickly.
"We were all down," he said.
"Even though Matt and I are battling, he’s still a friend. I hate to see
anybody get hurt. If he’s first or second string, we’re still going to need
him."
Martini said all four of SJSU’s
quarterbacks have to be prepared at
a moments notice. "You have to be

ready," he said.
Veatch and Martini were even in
the race for the quarterback spot
entering the last week of Spring
practice. But Martini said there wasn’t much said about the competition
around the practice field.
"It was tough," he said. "No one
really talked about it that much. But
like I said earlier, it’s rood to have
two good quarterbacks. It makes
you work harder."
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NBC’s special on thephenomenon" of the black athlete
was designed to remove an oftendebated topic from the barrooms
and examine "this important
issue- in an open forum.
Throughout the one hour special,
host Tom Brokaw continuously
reminded viewers of the importance of examining this subject.
The question everyone seems
to be asking is, "important to
whom, Tom’?"
One would think there are
more pressing issues in our society for Brokaw to study than why
aren’t there any white Michael
lordans or Carl Lewises.
Let’s see. How about drug
abuse in our government. Fact or
myth? Or, what about the phenomenon of unscrupulous politicians?
The problem with the NBC’s
report was that it didn’t answer
any questions, but created several
concerns.
Yes, there are some things that
a black athlete can do that his
white counterpart can’t.
However, there are some
things white athletes can do that
black athletes arc unable to.
When was the last time you
heard the phrase, "the next black
Dwight Stones?"
People attend sporting events
for the creative artistry of the
Jordans and the dramatic heroism
of the Montanas.
Is it because black athletes
work harder to achieve success in
their sport or was "God on their
side." Brokaw attempted to
legitimize the latter perception
with testimony from Belgian
doctors and U.S. sociologists,
including the well -respected
Harry Edwards.
Did you know that black athletes run and jump better than

whites because they have more
"fast-twitch" muscle fibers? Who
cares.
The underlying tone of racism
is another concern that surfaced
during the report. For many
years, blacks were excluded from
professional positions in society.
Because blacks have had such a
dominant impact in professional
sports, NBC appeared to be looking for a reason to why whites
have assumed an unfamiliar, not
to mention uncomfortable, position as the inferior race.
The athletic prowess of the
black athlete is not the result of
any one thing. It is the combination of natural talent, culture,
environment, the legacy of
discrimination, and plenty of
determination and hard work.
I’m sure professional journalists such as Brokaw were not
born with a pencil and pad in
their hands along with directions
to the White House.
Most upper-class white kids,
tennis great Arthur Ashc said on
the show, commonly grow up in
a country club environment, thus
engaging in sports such as tennis
and golf at an early age. The
same can be said of Canadian
children and hockey. For black
kids, basketball is open to them
and because it is primarily an
inner-city sport, you don’t have
attend any expensive camps to
develop skills.
Obviously, the success of
black athletes is not some sort of
myth or phenomenon, but the
result of the efforts of each individual athlete.
So, let the doctors and the
inquiring minds at NBC worry
about muscle fiber and environmental determinism, and I’ll just
go to the Pub and watch a ball
game.

VOTE
CATCH THE SPARTAN SPIRIT!!!
Vote YES for the following referendum:
"Shall the existing Instructionally Related Activity (IRA) Fcc of five dollars ($5)
per student, per semester be increased to fifteen dollars ($15) per student, per
semester AND shall the Associated Students be released from allocating at least
30% of A.S. Fee revenue for the support of IRA programs AND shall these
changes become effective upon approval of the Chancellor’s office?"

WHY A FEE INCREASE?

Because, we simply need the funds.

These arc THE FACTS aba;:t Instructionally Related Activities (IRA):

FACT:

San lose State has one of the lowest IRA fees in the CSU System

FACT:

Our IRA fee has not been increased since the ’70’s.

FACT:

San Jose State has the 4th largest enrollment in the CSU System.

FACT:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

tocteit,,ovrefiv
Aes

We deserve quality programs and services. Such as:
Mens and Womens Athletics (a) Basketball, (b) Volleyball (c) Others
KS JS
Theater Arts: Dance and Drama
Spartan Marching and Pep Bands
Jazz Ensemble
Program Board: (a) Cinema, (b) Amphitheater events, and others.
Leisure Service: (a) Intramurals (b) Stress management
Child Care
Forensic: (a) Speech and Debate, (b) Individual Events
Many others too numerous to list.

Now all you have
to worry about are
midterms and finals.

We will ALL Benefit!
We need to make the adjustment NOW!
FACT: It is ALL up to us!
WHEN? Thursday, May 4th.
Don’t forget, this is a revenue sharing election.
Therefore, CATCH THE SPARTAN’S SPIRIT - Vote YES for
Quality Programs and Services.

We don’t helieve academic pressure should he complicated hy financial
pressure. That’s why Bol,A has been offering student loans for more
than 2 5 years. To find Mg if you qualift tor one, just make an
appointment with your school’s Financial Aid Administrator. Then pick
up an application at the financial aid office on campus or at your talirest
Bank of America hranch. Or send in a
card from one of our posters on campus
and we’ll mail you an application. Go
aheadit could Ix. the easiest answer to
Bank of America
DningthetobhwmocetfalihImians.
the toughest question you’ll face all year.

Bank
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1de.
"My whole vision is that (the program will) promote peace and understanding about other nations." Winton said.
Students in many different disciplines can benefit from studying
abroad. according to Winton.

For example, someone interested
in international business could see
how businesses operate in other
Studies have shov5n that television countries, she said.
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PLACE 1
STORAGE

Office Hours
9 am to 6 pm Mon-Sat
9 am to 5 pm Sundays

CALL ABOUT OUR $1
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for
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ON-CAMPUS HOUSING
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ha Lincoln Ave )
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cowl,. ate in their ptiCket Irriiii4! Ill
hsiii to
speilois olliplailled
homes to make
stile people 5% elm’ COMIM mg 551111 the
lass.
Donohue said some neighbiirliood

7 am to 8 pm Mon -Sat
9 am to 5 pm Sundays

Sizes from 20 to 1,000 sq. ft.
Electronic Security
Easy access from Highways
101 and 280

6880 Santa Teresa

"I’m delighted
Mary De( ;loot. anothei coon
cilssonhoi. also 5 iited itt has iii Ill
abolishing the lass
lonim2. I belleSe, shOlild he
used Iii determine land use and den
sits hut not ielaminships. she said
the
Atter ies less
and the square toicige ot the homes.
there did not appear to lie a sigmhcant ditteience bon cell an R- I and
an R-0 ill lily distoet
Under the R 0 iott Hg neither
boarders iiiiu um elated perm’s. \s ere
allowed to list ill he same Ii (use
Under R I /oiling. a homeowner

947-8775

STUDENT SPECIAL!

APPLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE NOW IN THE
HOUSING SERVICES OFFICE, JOE WEST
HALL, AND AT THE STUDENT UNION INFORMATION CENTER. FOR MORE INFORMATION,
CALL 924-6160
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State leaders want
explanation for
hike in gas prices
SPOKANE. Wash. (AP)
Attorneys general of three Pacific
Northwest states want the nation’s
chief law officer to investigate why
oil prices have risen sharply, especially since the March 24 Exxon
Valdez oil spill in Alaska.
Dave Frohnmayer of Oregon, Ken
Eikenberry of Washington and Jim
Jones of Idaho said in a news release
Monday they will ask U.S. Attorney
General Richard Thornburg and
Daniel Oliver. chairman of the Federal Trade Commission, for a federal
investigation of gasoline prices.
The three also scheduled a news
conference this afternoon in Spokane
to announce a joint action of their
own "in pursuit of an explanation of
the sudden and extreme increase in
oil prices since the grounding of the
Exxon Valdez. according to a
statement from Eikenberry ’s office.
The group also planned to ask executives of major oil companies to
meet with them to explain the price
increases.
The oil industry blames the sharp
rise in crude oil prices, which have
increased more than 57 a barrel since
January. tor most of the higher
prices at the gas pumps. Concerns
over tight gasoline supplies for the
summer driving season escalated following the Alaska oil spill and an explosion at a North Sea oil rig.
More than 10 million gallons of
crude oil spilled into Alaska’s Prince
William Sound when the Exxon
tanker struck a reef March 24.
Since then, gasoline prices have
increased an average 10 percent nationally, while the Pacific Northwest

experienced price surges as high as
25 percent in less than a month, said
Marla Rae, executive assistant to
Frohnmayer.
Hut the oil industry says that crude
oil prices surged since last November while gasoline prices did not experience a comparable rise.
The joint action was necessary because of the high costs of pursuing
such investigations, Ms. Rae said,
noting that sonic state agencies are
still invoked in anti-trust litigation
stemming from gasoline shortages in
the early ’70s.
She characterized the proposed
action as "a consumer-related matter," rather than a possible anti-trust
investigation.
Tina Kondo, an assistant attorney
general in Seattle. said the Washington state investigation was sparked
by consumer complaints and requests from members of the state
Senate Transportation Committee
and King County Executive Tim
Hill.
The petroleum price increases
have hit the region’s agriculture and
tourism industries hard, Ms. Rae
said.
Shannon Watts, a spokeswoman
for the American Automobile Association in Seattle, said self-serve regular gasoline prices in Washington
state, in 10 areas surveyed, rose 9.3
cents between March 14 and April 56.
"That’s a definite increase, she
said. "Prices were steadily going
down over the last year. hut we got
our first increase
an average 2.2
cents - between Christmas and
-

olunteering for the project.
The sample was pared down ti
191 students who said they drank
five or more beers each week, and
each participant was given 3 -ounce
sample cups of five different brands
of U.S. beer to measure for body, aftertaste. sweetness, bitterness and
strength.
"Some people would say. ’This is
great. I can buy cheap beer and get
just as good a product. he said.
But others won’t accept it "because
people are xer), loyal to their brand
of beer’’
He would not reseal the brand
names of beers tested, hut said they
ranged in price from $1.60 to St 20
a six-pack.

Escapee steals Corvette
leads cops on chase
NEWPORT BEACH. Calif ..\li
A state prison escapee smooth talked a car salesman out of a new
Corvette during a test drive and led
police on a chase through three cities
before he was caught. police said.
James Robert Hrubs 22. III \ fission Viet was arrested \ l I 11(1,1 tor
investigation of grand thett auto following the 17 -minute chase through
Costa Mesa. Huntington Reach and
Newport Reach, said police I I. Don
Chandler.
Hruby posed as a customer at
MacPherson Chevrolet in Irvine and
drove away at 4 p.m. in the white
1989 Corvette with a salesman as a
passenger, said Chandler.
Shortly into the test drive, Hruby
told the salesman his foot hurt and
asked him to drive. only to speed

in ay :Mei the salesman got Out of
the car to change places. Chandler
said.
’He didn’t use force or a gun. He
just faked the salesman out of the
car,’’ Chandler said.
The car was spotted about 40 mmutes later by police. During the
chase. the Corvette collided with
four cars, hut no one was injured.
said Chandler.
The driver was caught al 5:10
p. in as he jumped out of the car and
tried to rush into an office building.
Chandler said.
Hruhy had been wanted on an arrest warrant for a recent escape from
the state prison in Chino, where he
was serving time for an auto theft
cons il:11011. said Chandler.

Loss of M-16 military contract
forces Colt firearms to sell out
Colt
HARTFORD. (’onn. (AP)
Firearms. maker of the gun that won
on
the
placed
been
the West, has
auction block.

Spring cleaning

Kat it. , 6, a Los Gatos resident, pretends to Nash her clothes the old lash toned
les scrubbing them. This xi as all part of an exhibit

held last n

Joe R Vilar
Special to the Daily
that the Children’s Disco% ery Museum.

letSIN

Study shows students
don’t know their suds
HOUSTON (AP)
Two college
seniors had no trouble finding volunteers for research on their thesis, but
some subjects were surprised to
learn they couldn’t discern between
cheap and expensive domestic beers.
"We figured that college students
are experts on beer drinking and they
would determine the difference in
the five brands of domestic beer we
tested.’’ said Aristotle Economon,
who shared the project with his
brother, Andrew.
But,
statistically.
people
couldn’t tell the difference." he
said.
"Free beer" fliers were posted
around the University of Houston
campus and drew a predisfable
crowd, and 265 students ended up
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peating pistol.
After the entrepreneur’s death in
1862. his company manufactured the
six-shooter that every cowboy carA 3 -year-old strike by hundreds of ried in his holster and that was said
Colt workers and the recent loss of to have won the West.
its contract to make M- 1(1rifles fio
workers at Colt FireAbout
the military
its main business
arms’ Connecticut plants have been
have hampered the company. Hut of- on strike since January. 1986 in a disficials at parent company Colt Indus- pute over wages and benefits.
tries said those problems didn’t force
"I think ((he sale) might he a good
a sale.
WIC. said Robert Madore. presiit’s
and
business
"It’s a going
dent of United Auto Workers Local
profitable. and, of course, it has a 376, which represents the strikers.
history of quality products." com- "I think maybe a new face, a new
pany spokesman Michael G. Dunn owner might turn it around. ’
said Friday.
Colt had produced the M-16 rifle
New York -based Colt Industries is for the Army since 1964. Hut last
selling the firearms division so it can October, the Army announced it was
concentrate on its aerospace. auto- dropping Colt after it was underbid
motive and industrial service opera- for a contract to produce about I no
tions, Dunn said.
rifles.
The Colt company was founded in
Colt also makes the Colt 45 handHartford in I 816 by Samuel Colt. gun, the King Cobra magnum rethe inventor of the first successful re- volver.

$99 Roundtrip Airfares
On Northwest Airlines.
r

BOS

JFK
$99 mwhkrtp

r ORD

rATL rOCAll

A special offer for students,
only for American Express Cardmembers.
ItOIIII want to go placi" 1s time for the American
Express Card
Itecailse now you can take advaiitage of new travel
privileges on NI irt !mot ’Hines writ fior
students uhn tarn- the.4mernan h.timNs ant
Travel privileges that offer
Thr) $99 round/rip hckels --fly Inman!: of
llw more than !SO cities served hi North west it the contiguous 48 l’oited States
(tole one ticket may he used per six month period

NORTHWEST
AIRLINES
1.004( TO US

yroalQuarterly,Vbrthum1 levInuMnn Dolyfru0
througivan 1989 up to 250 off most available fares.

program-

5.00() Wins’ miles in Northwest s WORIDPERKS’
free travel
where toil 2o.i1011 miles gets
you a free roundtrip ticket to aim. here Northwest flies
in Ilw contiguous 48 I nod States or Canadaupon

enrollment through this special student offer
And. of course. you’ll enjoy all the exceptional
benefits and personal service you would expect from
.American Express
11w onle requirements for privileged travel you
must he a Cardmember, you must he a full-time stu
dent. and iou must charge Your Northwest Airlines
tickets with the Card
Getting the Card is easier than ever because now
on can appl% Iii phone just call 1 -800-942 -AMEX
%e II take tour applicatuni and begin to process it
right awa% V. hit’ inure ti l 1,1Ir utomatic
Approval offers.
you Can qualils its
0ii.-1.11- V LIS
while you’re still in
school
Apply now Fly later
tit Nett
for less

4111)

Apply Now: 1 -800-942 -AMEX
fare is for rnundtnp travel i,11
AVIIIICS I iLkCLL 11111s1 to IMF( 11.14.11 MI111111 2 4 hours titer making 1’001,111i ON fires He IMO refundable And no itinerari changes 111.1%
made after ptirchme Seals At this tare are limited And mill not he Ai ailahle when ion call Trawl must he completed hi certificate expiration ilate and MS not he avatlile between
TRAM cities in which Northwist dixsivit have direct CIIIIIlections or ringing, f fuel tax surcharges not included in fare from Bimini i Sill Chicago ($5 OM And floniLa ones (2. 00)
REIATED
For cotnplete offer details call I MU 54,’ AMEX I toren! student Carilmmbe
ets Automaticalli receive two Pft iinichen in the
rSERMCES centin0.blackout (tilts and other restrictions Ma%
mad
1989 Amencan Express Travel Related Services Company. Inc

NI
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Amnesty program offers education
H( it
.11’1
A day helot e
the deadline. Isabel Cedillo ualked
shiiii)tiiii
I I Ih I .1 ledelal MI is s’
k;entel. hoping to end se en years of
skioing the in as ail illegal alien
NI ,n tile Mexicali Mdftliall and her
sesell diddiell are learning English
md oy is s and ale on Melt Vs ;IN to he
, oming

Amerisan

oti/ens.

along.

,,,th some I 7 Million others panted
totipoiii
I esIkle110. Mittet. the
og ,071 01,11 elided a ear ago

I mied

States L’ol 1 I I Itiousl
since
19W2. and apply tot temporary
residency
hem cell
%lay
5.
I tor/ ,ffid \l,m 4. I tpis

lead

rhe Houston anmestv center be
ame the busiest iii the nation. taking
17.1100
:ipplwalions during the

able

Ii ng polo,’

Resimlemms

’.’..is domed only to
those v% ho ,ouldn’t proye they had
been in the I’lilted States Nuke lan
um\

los

ot

\Om had a leloilS
t.tills ml. ionsId

dds %Seek

Illiee

tieInttglain Is opetating yy idiom
....um ’taus. said Richard Rios. di
;dot ot the Immigration and Nam
alt/ation So% ke otti:e in Houston
l’ndo the 19foy Inumgiation Re
and Contiol 1,t. people seek

haul been &Wiled bell lie. ’,dal lean
chtistiansen. an INS spokesuomaii

mg amnesty hom ’mosey:intim and
1,1)o: canon as illegal aliens had to
L. they had been living in the

II"se t(I’Prowd
fell11101,11
testylen,v begot the process of apply
ing im permanent residency
-11

iii Oallas
\moony% ’de, the amnesty pm
giani had a 94 percent apptosal
late.
Rios said,

12.10(1
.
gi
is
Houston.

said

t Tule

immediately

vy as

not

thetis

haYe been
lesidellt:!,
in
Hie national

Eor tuo hours, she and about a
doien otho students listened to Juan
Vasque, eplaiu about the 13 origi-

aail-

nal colonies. the American nag and
the three blanches of government.
Vasque, miertected questions in
Spanish and English.
-Who is the president of the

e .ears
It %% Ill take an additi, mai
helore the ties’. 110 1 I la I ICIll lesitleffis
t ail hes’iftlle ;Meth all I ti/ens 1 )tit
ille that time, most amnesty appli.

Exemption% trom the test are
granted to people under let or over
.ind those who hav e attended a
veal oi high school. college of graduate 5,111,111 in Ii,is e conmleted 40

a ,..,,titse
is taking

Cedillo

OAIS I ’\N1) (AP)
the Oak
land -Alameda County Coliseum
arena %Gil almost cot:only he its
pandeil alter the pia% tdls lo make
sure the surprising Golden State
Warriors don’t look tot Mm setter

1.1nited Mmes."- V asque, asked.
Reagan.’ shouted Mis Cedillo.
-No. it’s George Hush." piped

c,it ts must pass an Englush language
civ R.-, test.

limns ,,t

Expansion plan set
at Oakland Colesium
pastures. according 1t, %MINCH I I I
president (teorge V tikasiii
1’tikastit said on 11011,1,1v that

up Maim Juana Martine/, 30.
The class meets tour hours a \seek
for I0 \seeks.

’ vely

sets evot
ploposal, ate undo Gnisid
elation is Inch vy
2.,ive the
arena a seating calmcity irt oyer
15,111/), including at least 14 lux-

Mrs. (Willi, bits managed a 10 unit apartment complex kir eight

like the one Mrs.

years. Her children
from 11 to 23.

like to le,itn. so Ise been coming hoe to lea’ it.’ she said in Span-

range

in

age

"1 tell them to talk to me in English when they come home trom
school so 1 can learn more.

Student develops new fragrance for Peoria
yRIA.
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, \it,

it

ISO
:t1,1111l. %Sell %% till L’ILS, Is:adds. /sift d
sititleill is It,’ c.iti siliell a %%Mlle! Ilas
Ottle llp %VI 1 I I a s%:el I I hit OftlIsl I 1.1%e
Ante? lid

1 I I I 1 I 1 le

Its nose lip al

leeks 01 the ethanol plants that pet
Mettle this

It’s

old
Ilie smell IA
kind of an egg sulltir smell

Co))k Nekageti 1,1100 bottles

111teti

the yi.ind is lust tight. it’s the smell
all its et Peolia,’’s,u,l I Li, id
On

gel

is bellie prois the 1liduest’s
finest in

’’I’ssellt.e of l’etti Li
1110Iell
.1.,111.11
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110111,11
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I Imo m
the I3t.idle
dent Vs I lo des eloped the t.,timila
is ith the help of chemists
C.Yok.

,eyetal

got

beet

il

me.)

.
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Vald

The arena 5’. .is expanded hefine
the 19141-19m, season limn 13.

295 seats to 15.105 seats Vlika
sin said the limn %% hid’ oimmall%
designed the arena
Sk minote.
I
()yying, y11.: \Ferri!!
has Filo

Colisium President

cost of about S 114 million.
’The bottom -line goal

"Just rev toy mg the e cm, of the
last %%eel,, vve’oe talking about
OM: Of the in eillier teams ill the
NI) .1 tight hoe in Oakland."
( ii,Iden State
as Ill it expected
to

accomplish

much

GRADUATE UP
MAY 1 - 5
Buy an Everex TShirt and get.

SPRING CLEANING
SIDEWALK SALE
USED BOOKS 59c r,

OR

Macintosh Plus CPU’
2 Everett 20 Hardme1
3 ImagewrIler 11
Printer’
4 Microsoft Won)’
5 Hypercard’
6 Apple Care’
SyStern Saver’

7

Emelt T.ShIrl Only
$21111 Oo
Not a bad 00a& when yo,t con stkr, that
Ill’s
normally goes

Macovosn Syskorn

2 $1.00

’or t.2 341

00

Tliere is Never Been A Better lbw lo

Traduate UpTo Macintosh
I 1111111

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111ii

11111I111111111111111111111elliiiiiiiiiiiii

MEMIEMVA114/ Intosh

now /IAs a’s (’,ls

lu pti Is

the Ma( int( rsh that meos your
need,- and your budget.
Eno the aftordable
Macintosh Plus to the modular
there. a
Macintosh II
Maim osh tt ii even need
Macintosh computers are
more powerful than ever betOre
let. tot all that power the ongmal
charatter of Nlatintosh has not
been lost-sour Macintosh
responds to what you want it to
do And it lets you go places

alto rmnth

10

SI

Nat

Sit))’, 5’ never been
to use
I he mu learn
\lastntosh. yoir know how to
use am Macintosh. This is true
ine
of Mt. software lox
applx anon and ooti know the
basits ot how. they all work.
Al’. At’ you see the complete
Lundy of Macintosh computers
trom mild to wild
On the left are tht three
systems that make up the
Macintosh
sl. and the
Plus

311 to omputers
\ locum
.1110 i tter attordalmlitt . ease
ot use. transportabilitt in an
integrated stem All You have
tI decide on is the level of
performance and expandability

C111
int I( our 1111onito its,
the 13" 14 olb to dor. 12" mows hilt!in t’’ Inunitor. ( or the new
Milt:ill and two page tlispin
living( ors
iIl Ills iikuns 9 iii iJfi Imuld

kou net.1.1

.1 Macintusli

On the nght is lour modular
tantilv \ lacinmsh Ikx. Nlacintosh
II. and Macintosh II’. Expandable. high-performance personal
euitnputet’s that can be tonfigured
o do rust alxxit anything ooti
ved to get done

I:1

Wearibbsab If

to or III
And o ono: ou del ode hits
mut you used 1 \ kit till ish
.111 sun 11.1 1( deL is
11M Milli M.1i.1111(vsh
kt)(1
right
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stein kin (ler\
puhlishing
-tom puter-attled design 11)
thing front

intormatio ifl

The power to he your best.’"

nun.igenieni.

Isilief vi site

ionyuler

ii is ft l’ in a budget or busont.ss
pro 40,110.11.41 vi or s’. as Ii Ilk’
ihaf,
It
o .1
I

Check our significantly reduced prices on the Macintosh Plus,
Macintosh SE w/2drives, and Macintosh SE w/20Mb HD
The Spartan

Bookstore ( (yin puter

sl.irt arc

Department accepts Apple

’1I

I. I

P.Istncnts tiladc Its
111111

ptI

k

i,.

Credit, .Spolf
H
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,
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to (Own,
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MasterCard. personal checks, and cash.
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SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
SERV ICE IS OUR MAJOR

NIonday-Thursday

7:15 am to 7:00 pm

Friday

7:15 am to 5:00 pm

Saturda

10:00 am to 4:00 pm

Sunda%

(’Iosed

924-1800
INTERLINK.
111 Items Limited to Stock Ilty Hand.

_

Not it:ood

ith Any Other Discounts,

last

round of the playoffs. A slow\
Tuesday night in ()at kind would
send them into the second round.

pros ished a plan calling
for 15.301) seats and 18 suites at a

MAY 1 - 5

after

7)J-62

Then, the underdog Warriors heat
favored Utah fa,/ in
the hea
ii
Salt I Ake Lit, in the Inst
games ol the hest -of toe bust

sas

FEATURED:

to

record. hut turned
thing, around s’. Iii a 43-39 mark

plans calling for 18.100
seat, and 14-1b suites at a cost ol
about 510 million
A second firm. FI.O.K of Kan-

ALL DEPARTMENTS

is

fulfill the needs and requirements
of the WarriOrs.- Vukasin said.

yea’’,

%idol

"I don’t knovy if people in Peoria
vy ill buy it because all the have to
do is open their is indou
But it’s
going to do real %yell
ith s isitors,"
said Di
Shadid, ouner of gill
shops tilthree hotel,

"It’s a gag that’s going cia/v.Cook said. "I’ve already sold out
hall MIS stock, about 300 bottles, in
nest Illte %Seek on the market.

inn

broke even on my investment Rues.
day aet ’.
delmitely he producing
more

hotels and noy city stores to sell it as
a ede. NH the ’espouse has been far

George Vukasin,

ury boxes.
"I’ve been instructed hy the
(’oli,etnit tumid, the inav ,ii ii
onel 11.11,,,,io and ihe h,ui iii Inot
the Alameda Cotint
,ml Su.
pel IstIl
1 I)1111
Pe1.11.11
111
do
S5
ei II Likes Itt keep the War -

I

ISh. alter tInentIllnu tl sliss at a neighborhood collet

’The bottom -line
goal is to fulfill
the needs. . of
the Warriors.’
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Bloom County

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
FOUNDRY PARTY MAY 5th 6P11-12,
SJSU Metal Facility, 1036 5 Sth
St Danner, drink., denting. live
band Tickets $7 epffinco,
door Tickets available at S
Business Office, no 235 or at
foundry
FREE VISA MASTERCARD & SEARS
applicahon tor college students.
Just send
sell addressed
stamped ...Map. to KAIHATSU
MARKETING, 734 5 4th St . Boa
5, Philadelphia. Pa 19147 Apply
lodey for your future!
NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE, Want
good coverage you can afford,
We have quality plans at low
prices Monthly terms available
Cali Mark Filic at (408)943-9190
bra no obligation quote
DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll Now’ Sa. your leeth. oyes

STUDENT

and Money too Cleanings and of.
flee vlsits at no charts. For brochure sae AS -office or Student
Health Center or cell
Gilt in San Jose

404)371.

406-976-2002
SOUTH BAY BULLETIN BOARD
Something for every interest, Romance.
friendship,
adventure
Leave your message or you can
hear six messages from others,
try It you’ll be glad you did Call
Messages change frequently. Only $2
any toll
daily,

AUTOMOTIVE
ATTENTION GOVERNMENT SEIZED
vehicles from $100 Fords. Mercedes. Corvettes. Chevy, Surplus Buyers Guide 1-602.8388885 E1

R4250.

AGGRESSIVE

INDIVIDUAL who enjoy. selling & the Public wanted
PT FT 000,5 at salt storage faOw/ Heavy phonee & sales
must be neat A organized Call
741-7676

ATTENTION - MIRING’ Government
lobs-your see 117,140-569.485
Call 1402-83488415, Ed R4250
AUTOMATED VAC EOPMT OPERATORS needed on graveyd shttl
and weeireffil shift (2640 hr work
week) Requires 1-3 yrs mealy or
elec assembly sap or equiv Ad in
Ilie sciences or computer
Pribil
Must be US
citizen We offer
1000, education
relmb
Call
415 493-1800, .445, VARIAN
AVON SALES - Buy
Earn sirs income
sell to you! CI
Americo Do your

or sell Avon,
or allow me lo
beauty co in

shopping with
Avon! Avoid crowd. & let me
same you M-F 8 30-5 30 Jane
251-5942

sional use Call 259-5727

CHEVY

CAMERO royal blu wht
strps Recovered on 11th St &
Horning. S J Call 261-9097
SEIZED CARS, trucks. boats. 4 wheel.
ers motorhomea, by FBI. IRS,
TEA Available your area now
Call (805)682-7555, eel C.1255
TRANSPORTATION VEHICLES - to
Oat you where you’re going Special payment plan 8 easy credit
for students BA J Motors corner
of 1 at & Virginia. 798 S
San Jose, 2884818

tat St.

62 JETTA - Muer sell - 92 thousand
miles Call or leave message 9785872
111 HONDA hatchback Auto cassette.
8511 miles. reliable. $2700 Call

WORKERS NEEDED TO staff event.
at SJSU Rea Center. Shoreline
Amp. S J Cony CO and more
Concerts sports & private par.
liesif you are looking to earn
extra money based on your avail
ability. please call Stab Network
14151366-9966
5646 hr to start 50 positions Reception S.urity. no mp n. FT PT.
day swing grave shifts
Weekly
pay denier mod benefits We are
looking for friendly people to
work

In Htlech
Apply
GUARD SECURITY, 3212

Starting

$6-$92S hr

Call

(408/

SINGLES MAGAZINE

Needs (2) office clerk. (1) graphic arllst (1)
driver
(I) marketing person
Close to campus Flexible hr.
PT FT 54 85-57 SO hr Cell 9869377

HOUSING
PRIV FIM,1 2 blk Inn SJSU Kit priv no
smkg Prefer upper level nap student 297-7679
PROF going on SABBATICAL 4 berm,
2bth turn house avail June to
January Nice neighborhood, 10
min to SJSU. 51250 mo, incl gar
dens-. 267-7757
REPOSSESSED VA & HUD HOMES
available from government trom
51 without credit check You repair Also tax delinquent foreclosure. call (605) 682-7555. eat H1513 for repo Hat your area
SHARE 311R, 261 condo Hwy 690 &
McKee IS min from campus,

446-3953
CUSTOMER RELATIONS REPRESENTATIVE
Marriage Cablevision
has Immediate openings for
bright. enthusiastic, individuals
with mc communication skIlis 8
customer contact cop Good career oppty In exciting. fast -grow log :ndustry Phone, computer.
sales cup desirable Good education & hffingual are pluses No
phone calls please Apply In per.
son al 234 E Gish Rd . San Jose
or send resume to Heritage Cablevision, PO Box 114. San Jo.. Ca

pool. spa. S J Quiet reap NS,
5345 rrro
urn 8 deo (408) 272E274
4 bdrm 2 bit, 201 N 51051, carpets
drapes, stove retrial, newly remodeled Victorian. Stall only
apply St ISO mo call 779-3719
2 DR. 571 5 7th Si. New corp..,
paint,
bathroom.
cable
TV.

REAL

ESTATE

PERSONALS
ADOPPTION. NuturIng couple wants
to shower newborn with love,
laughter, and security Ewen..
paid Call collect (916)823.1225

offic

needs mature secretary receptionist 2 partileffirs or more to fill
Ws of 9-5M -F, Good not fest typing must Good pity, based on

ECCLESIA GNOSTICS SACRAMENTORUN For gnostic.. religion is
God’ sense of mystery, not
man’s insistence on dogma Celebrate that mystery with us et

sop, 8 skills May train some
Apply regardless of moil hr.

Mass. open to all. 7 P.M Sundays.
at the Vivan Chapel of the ist
United Methodist Church, 24 N
5th St San Jose We also Iffiln

calling Ray 298.5522 (eves 5590232)

733-2954
81 TOYOTA 4 . 4, greet condition.
836 ml . big tires roil bibs, lights
carnpershell. 41700 be Call 9782052
65 MUSTANG 200 cu an. 6 cyl. auto
trans runs good. $3200 be 9247100 days 629-7783 eves
1964 NISSAN SENTRA S door, $ spot
53500 Great condition, new tires
971-2339 ask for RON

COMPUTERS
WE -PAY CASH for 8006 MAC driv.,
MAC SE. P52 Call John at 9465015

FOR SALE
A PAIR OF field level A s tickets. $30
A
bonus you will receive
baseball card leannot Send to
P 0 Box 277921. Sacramento, Ca
95127-7926
0-TTENTK3N - GOVERNMENT HOMES
from S1 (U repair) Delinquent ten
property Repossessions Call 1602-8368885. eel GI44250
MATTRESS SETS. NEW" BEDS.
Twin $85. trll $89. queen $129.
king SIN You get both pieces
Bunkhed. $129 Ifficbrames avail.
able now if your bed lent giving
you the comfort or the support
you ilke, why not get now bed’
Our bed. are very comfortable &
cheep Call 945-6558

GREEK
DESIREE - HAPPY ANNIVERSARY,’
Con you believe we made Y a
whole year, It’s been the lime of
my 11110 I LOVE you JIM
FOOF 8 CHEESE BALL

better late
than never, The best A011 PD
night.
DATES EVER -- What
MC do BENS PONCA house
n cakes soon Love your SURE DIN DATES

TO SUSIE 0. thanks for gr.I time In
IS. magic kingdom and tor my
first pair of ears I hop* you got
enough sugars to lin your scrapbook ROOD
$ WOMEN need 3 NICE MEN to take to
our PD dance Call MS 924-8299,
L Ise 44842, iffibe-8071

HELP WANTED
kD ASST OFFICE MGR Ad agency
seeks ...relent lo support principals Sm away environment allows view of many facet. ot ed.
schnin
Dube. inci
vertIslng
& cleric. support Good
org skills. detailed oriented. 140SO wpm required WO preferred
Call Robert at (401)730-8540
kDDRESS ENVELOPES $500 00 1 up
per creek Send SASE RENTERIA
ASSOCIATES. P0 Box 3247. Son
Jose, CA 115116
kDDRESS ENVELOPES 11500 00 1 up
per week Send SASE RENTERIA
Asociel., PO BOX 3247. San
Jose. CA 15156 Need 25 people
Gain the best
college business erporlonce &
large 11nanciat benefits by selling

OVERTISING SALES

Ad spec. 0Th. most respected
nallonal cottage megazlne Cam.
pus Connection wants a local
sales rep *Oh the energy & Om*
to work & Nem about the ad Warne. on your campus In the neat?
moo We provide IrelnIng & support You receive large ill cons
powerhouse your re
Meal..
a driven
need
I
scone
depend/Ole student Cell Jay WII.
ASAP Wore $ EST
Mine.
(201)1116-1971

FOREIGN STUDENTS & SCHOLARS
Intl b."1/AA-arkinilIalLARIBIboson nationals with first hand
of .onomIc. Dual.

knowledge

runs salentffic. & political conditions in home country for consulting essistance For Into send
resume to BCS 1011,700 St Marys
Pi
Suit* 1400 San Antonio.
TO 78205 or 600-626-2828 Ed 856
GARDNER-HANDYMAN.

57 hr
9AM-

steady.
every
Sunday
NOON Bascom-Foxworthy area
Must hast car 377-8433 eves

GOVT JOBS, 518.037-569.405 Immodia.. hiring, Your area Call (refundable)

1-516-4543611.

xl

F404 for Federal List 24 HRS

Manapers
Call 942-2470

57 00-58 60 hr

NEED OUT GOING people, must sing
for telegram .rvice Can make
5100
per dory Call 295-2732
OVERSEAS AND CRUISESHIPS EMPLOYMENT
Many
positions
Work month - home month Call
(805)682-7555. art 5-1062
PARTY

YOUR

WAY

THROUGH

SCHOOL’ While bonding your
own wornen’s I @anion clothing
business in your spare time Excellent income potential Fun &
Training provided
971,-

easy
1577

PASSPORT UNLIMITED Is hiring by,
Spring Marffiting Campaign Rep
25 hr wk
4 star restaurants
$15000 guaranteed

Kevin 727-

6962
PERSONNEL RECRUITER GOLDEN
aerobe
WEST
EMPLOYMENT
seeks career minded individual
that likes to work In a fast paced
office environment Will be inter.
nareening and placing
applicants with our clients You
will recruit clerical. light Industrial, accounting and technical
people Will work with our automated applicant retrieval corn patter system to match our small cants with lob orders Clients
Include high tech. Industrial. cent
Ice and retail communes Will
handle wide range of duties Ex.
cellent edvancerffint opportuni.
lies Golden West Is an Inc 500
co (one of the leale.1 growing
nrms In the nation) Degree helpful but not required Mtn Rick V
Goble. West. 3140 DerlaCrut
*110,

Blvd

SaMa

Clem

Co

95054. (404) 980-9555
OFFICERS PROCESS
SECURITY
SERVERS Full part firm security
officer’s all shifts Full part firm
evening process servers We will
Apply in person Mon-Fri.
260 Meridian A. , San

train
RA

*0018015. 10.
SMALL OFFICE need. person to an.
swan phones. ftle stufl etc PT FT
ME fl,. hra Mellow artmosphere,
leen.

McIntosh expertence
Ask for Bruce at 9116-

oh

helpful
11172

SUMMER JOBS ON CRUISE SHIPS,.
(117)62114138. st C.30
SUNNYVALE

SOFTWARE

Business

seeks secretary to hendle various
Probnakonal, plesean1
dutl.
phone menner. typing 55 wpm
or ap. bkkpip shorthand. 81 hr
Full time, tell 745-0234
TELE

PRO,

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC - Unwanted
hair removed forever Specialist
Confidentiol.
your
very
own
probe 247-7486. 335 S Baywood
San Jose

EXAM FILES frrn Professors throughout the USA Exam problems with
the professors own deterred solu.
lions Avertable for 6 Engin.rIng
courses. Calculus. Err. Din Eqns
Lin Mg, Chem. 0-Chern. Physics
& more 23 different books available at Spartan Bookstore (down.
stsir s) and Roberts Bookstore
GREEKRUSSIAN-ARABIC

LIFEGUARDS
SEASONAL & year
round pooltIons available now
Salary Lifeguards 55 50-56 40 hr
Pool

clergy, both male and female, who
vIsffin F. turther Inforor --mation. cell 374.7458 evenings

A.,

APPOINTMENT

SETTING
Pert Iltne. $206wk
P0151151 E. dally cash
distance from campus. friendly

_StarAtYA SYSTEMS
EMIR It were CAC
LIkttlaAr .91464Y 47
0 MIMI* 7-0014FPEAVI

ffiffit. thus ensuring the beet possIbie list Our icervb is low-cost
and guaranteed. Call or *die
Student Aid Servicee, ID& E Fremont Ave 1176, Sunnyvele, Ca
94067. t 4100-USA. 221. eart.1153
PLANNING WEDDING? Looking for
non -denominational
service
iv personal vows, Plan now for
summer ceremonies
Lerson at 257-7923

Call

Rev

PROFESSIONAL

DISC JOCKEY by
ONO. Whet formerly of KSJS
You’ve got the party, war, got
the

music,

Wan.

Productions

provides wide variety of musk
tor your weakling party or dem*
el reasonable rate. Call 13.0.

Latchkey Diary

Or Phil et 270-1960 or 922-7359
EDITING,
RESEARCH. Quality work Call DEE
51(4011)292-7029

FESTI-

VAL!, Noon to sundown at Campbell Community Center. May 14th
Call now lor further info 377-5525
and brochure will be .rtt
LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
Sunday morning et 10 45 AM el
Campus Christian Center, 10th 6
San Carlos For more informer,.
about .tivitles, call Rev Norb
Fornhaber at 291-0204
OR MASTERCARD, Even If
bankrupt or bed credit, We guarantee you a card or double your

VISA

money back Call (605) 682-7555
e at M-1103
BAY
SOUTH
408-976-2002
BULLETIN BOARD
Now More
Is fast, easy way to m.1 qualify
people In the privacy of your
hone It a iso.esyr when you call.
you will be told how to leave your
own message or hear six different
messages left by others There
are messages from people with all
types of interests When you hoer
something you lies give that perItr Call todoy 52
son call That
1011, 11 any

SERVICES
BARE IT ALL’ Stop slffiving. waxing,
twesuing or using chemical depilllode. L. me permanently remove your unwanted hair (chin.
bikini, tummy. moustache. etc )
1Sly discount to students and fac
tiny Call before Juno 1,1949 and
gel your first spot at 1 2 price
’Unwanted Hair DIseppears With
My Care Gwen Cholgren. RE.

NOT IF 2 WAS ’THE
LAST BOY ON eAgni7

SEWING AND ALTERATIONS Casual
and evening wear. specializing in

iwrr’s wHAT

weddings, formal. etc REASONA
BL E RATES, quality work in Wil-

TSH1RTS for

now Call (408)293-6174

ober 20 postscript laser printed
copies of your resume plus 20
matchtng envelopes for rust $30,
FREE DELIVERY Finer!. Designs, (4l5)994-pi13

8th and Sim Salvador
MONEY FOR STUDENTS, We match
students with avolleble Iffienclal
old regerdlees of grooms or leffilly
income Let our uniffiffi corps,.
Med finding service probbe you
custom Mel of sourc.
w1111
Aber you 1111 out data form, our
cornputer .1.ts only Mo.5
farmers you are queilfled to re.

’ 1»

fraternities, soroffil,..

packet. Quality work al reasons
bk. rates
SJSU DISCOUNTS
Contact Doug et (401l262-7377.
Monday through Frei./ 3-10 PM
WRITING,

RESEARCH

SERVICES

nii77-41111,
Daily Interruption

Academic. paper, thesis assistance Ghostwriting editing, re
SUMPS. word-processing All subRewriters
Qualified
1801s
writing Catalogue Work guar.
entered

Low

rates

John Lascurettes

pee TWO( YOU ARE GANG
avy FEAPERIP RIPPNS
!kV OnEtz CNC sTrr

Coriegffil

Communications Berkeley (4151
1141-5036

CX101 MAN I ITHINK 61714E
14/Rp -T1Mt, (IS sir Au.
/MT RAM AWnlora.

sEeoEs!

WRITING, RESEARCH, EDITING Oar
saffirsespert, stab 800-777.7901

TRAVEL
TWA OFFEERS SJSU STUDENTS 10%
off enywhent any fare Purchase
your TWA student discount card
now

Also ask about TWA GET.

AWAY credit card Call Andy al
(409(297-8809. TWA campus rep.

TYPING
ACHIEVEMENT,

AAAA.ACCURACY.

ACKNOWLACCOUNTABILITY,
EDGEABLE In typing that’s tops
Trust TONY, 296-2067 Thank.
$1 50 per page double spaced

Laugh Lines

Available seven days weekly
()utak turneround All work guar.
anteed. Thanks
PROFESSIONAL

WORD

Wanda Folk

I ASS 50 SICK
AU. THIS

i ME, TOO’ NO

marreR

PRO-

Ike
..m. [
... .
.,_
..... I
i ,..1.....0,

AAHr WHEN OVERWHELMED by re.
ports to be typed. RELAX AND
LEAVE THE TYPING TO ME Graduate and underarm.] Resumes,
term papers, theses, reports of all
kinds Student rates for Under

IP- Iff.
.1441

grads Available day. eves, weekends by appl Call Anna 972-4992

,

(I KNOw THEURPHOIOE)
fitarylereR 6 IN HERE
SOMEWHERE"

,...IEu_ I HEARDP.OuT
Tuts suPboRToRDUP
CALLE9oMESSIE5 ANONVA4CU5" MAYeE THENCAN

HOW HARD WE TRY.
WE SUST CAN’T SEEN,
Tip GET ORGANIZED ’

CLUTTER /I

CESSING Quick end reasonable
Fast turnaround L.ter quality

2.)
$
t,

ce. "Er

I

"tillosirt
at-P"...&11111

-

It

ks.........
....-1.

1

......impt

lib

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every timer Proffissional word-processing services that include last turrffiround,
guarantee copy, grommet editing.
laser printer. grephs and so much

Rocky

more Call PAMELA al (408) 9463862 to reserve your lime now
Only 15 mlnutes from campus
ABSTRACT WE’RE

Gus Torres
P’S FA4TA5T4..or, So
506q.S.,4ET 53Ri987)uam

i.18;;ZE’S A COMIC GRP I
013 ifilg MEW 1AKE A
LOOK

NOT, Academic

,

word processing our specialty
quality
accuracy
Guarent.0
Free disk storage proofing Res

reports, theses
etc .1 251-0449

le.P

Ir5 KOOS
5011040.

^NO tCfiGritSicREel

seer Her
es serrrAir
sheIntda

t’LL

SI
,-,r4
t.FAST
baSi- IC Woo or Sre
b5

Abe Tel iffi
’To IfficiES666 wirer
uffis woe,
V wI4 4.11

sonable rates We’re fast, dependable. creamier -experienced College grads, so call us with papers.

ErbilA

W omuzsomlic.AL.
4t-T owit!

seat

5411.44L

ACADEMIC & PROFESSIONAL desk.
top publishing & word processing Paperstheslemsurnee,
reports. manuscripts
group
proffict welcome Student rates.
7 mffi frm campus nr 680 & WK.
(BERRYESSA sea) To ensure
papers
your
comptetion
on
schedule reserve your time early

Classified

PJ-923-2309
ACCURACY AND QUALITY offered
Professional typing, reasonable
Term papers and resumes Call

able twain.s experience and for.
WILLOW
rffir English mem
GLEN area

Elaine 279.2221.280 Meridian

COMPUTER- fest.curele, near Ham11ton & Winchester, Campbell Call

ANN s WORD PROCESSING Theses Reports - Letters No firm to type
your paper, Call Mary Ann at

SHIRLEY at 379-3519

WRITE TYPE - (408)972-9430

pers,

reports, resumes, letters,
group protects. manuals. theses.
etc Letter quality, All formats
plus APA. SPEl CHEK, punctuation, grammar assistance
All
work guerenteed Fre, disk stor-

$1 50 per

DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD., This year.
call typist who Is experienced in
all formats (Including APO) for MI
your typing nreed I theses) Cali

1-1 SECRETARY WITH COMPUTER
Close to .hool Avertable night
and day Rush robs are my spear silty Call Pam at (4011225-S025 or

age Affordable student & I *curb
rat.’ For professional, dependable worry-fr..rvice at its best
PAM
247-26811S Clara)

LlodaTfteWrlfeTyp. 723.1714

(408)225-9009

EDP SERVICES - experienced pro
proces.Ing
tessionel
word

CALL LINDA TODAY for experienced,
professional
word
...sing
with Laser printer Theses, term
papers, group protects. etc All
APA
including
formals

theses, resumes. idttlerS. reports
Just 15 minutes from campus

student rel. Theses, reports,
term papers, leg& documents
Call (408)964-5203 today’

EVERGREEN

$1 75 peg* double spaced (10
pitch) Quick return TrenscriplIon
Almaden.
services
available
Branham area Phone 264-4504

pro(ects. etc APA, ML A. Turebian
lormats Qua! guar (22 yrs sap )

CALL MRS MORTON at 266.944910,
EDITING & WORD PROCESSING
of term papers.research project,.
& resumes Will gladly assist w
grammar, punctuation, end sentence structure (knowledgable on
Turablan. APA. & Campbell formats)
Equipment used
Word
Perfect & HPLaeerffitil Consider -

FREE’ JOB LISTINGS & interviewing
8 job .arch tips with resume
purchase Largest selections any.

pornffiffint call today BECAUSE
WE CARE, your employment network
Resumes
379-

EVERYONE NEEDS TYPING sometime Why not make the best int

result. cell Barbera al

MASTERS

7742

CANDIDATES

AND

UN-

DERGRADS
typist

Faparlenced Mesis
mccepirng bookings for

Spring

1989 deadlines Studenr
discount
WORD PROCESSING
Pt US
923-8461
PROCESS IT WRITE’ rectally and stu
dents can rely on accurate
timely production of newsletters
reports. resumes, publiceti.s
manuocrIpts. correspodence etc
Will aid In grammar spelling

where-20 yrs amp writing
job
placement with a 90-100% pl.e
ment ratio
success For Ap.

Cali Roz 274.3684 (Nave met
sage) Avellable 7 days week. also
June July and Aug.’

pr.sion7 A neally-typed pepa
pets a higher grade For the beer

puters Sp.ial StUdilint rate Call
Printy s WORDWORK 5 at 253.
WORD or 253-WORIC

FAST WORD PROCESSING, 125 wpm
Quality guarant.d Competitive

Call Evelyn 270-8014
WORDPROCESSING
On campus pickup delivery Let
ter quality Term papers. group
protects, theses resumes, faculty

WORD processing needs Graphics. charts. ..hers. reports, manuscripts resumes, term papers.
theses Let our Words work tor
you’ Editing. grammar & spell
checking All work done on a
PS Lser Printer, or printing trorn
your disk Both IBM & Mac 0 com-

AN EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for
your academic, Woke., legal
word pr.essing needs Tenn pa-

P94

Ann a. Santa Clare 241.5490

punctustiOn

For prompt 7 day
response
leave messege In
Permit. 0114081760-1821
PROFESSIONAL

T YPYING A WORD
PROCESSING 15 years experi-

ence Re.onable rates & 1.1
turn -around Close to campus
Phone 292-4096

Remain.

GO WITH THE BEST’ Top-quality sec retorts! .rvlce mom Al L your

RESUME WRITING 8 TYPING SVC
Reports & applications word processing
Career consultations
I
Bay area
professional sere
ice Career Center. 176S Scott
Blvd. Santa Clara. 243-4070
SPEED,’ DEL !VERY TYPING
On campus pickup
delivery
274.08000, beeper 2364443
SUCCESS

ENTERPRISE

TYPING
WORD PROCESSING
TERM PAPERS ’-REPORTS
THESES - RESUMES
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING
140111972-1W
WORD PROCESSING transcrlffiffin
1.nn papers theses rosuntritl.
manuscdpis
Fast turnaround
Free disk stoffige F xperrenced
typist and legs! transcribor 365,393

word)

PROCESSING professions,
speedy service reasonable rates
S San Jo. REP SERVICES
call 281-8590

WRITING RESEARCH EDITING Yffir
sable esperi stab 800-717 7901

Print Your Ad Here
appro.mireiv 31,

Ad Rates

One
Two
Day
Days
3 Lines
$390
$480
4 Lines
$480
$570
Sines
$570
56 60
6 Lines
$655
$7 SO
Each Additional Line Add $

Three
Days
55 25
$6 15
57 00
$790
90

Four
Days
SS 50
$640
$7 30
58 10

Five
Days
S5 75
56 60
$750
$840

Each
Extra
Day
St 00
S1 15
SI 30
SI 45

Semester Rates (All Issues)

5-91 Ines $5000 10-14 Lines S70 00
15 Plus Lines $9000

Prrnt Name
Address

Viriono

Phone 924-3277
City

SLIte

ncInsed is
Circles Classification
Announcements

Help Wanted

Personals

Alplomolive
j Travel

Hous,ng

Services

For Sale

lost A Founo

I Stereo

71,00,9

I or

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER

ines

nays

Classified Desk Located Inside 0811290

OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose. California 95192

Proles.

Vona, typrng & business SerV
min Fast reasonable & accurate Call 408-979-3025

Minimum three lines on one day

Join WSFCU - Your student Credit
Union.breneflts include TuttionBooks-Computer Loan. Corn
Free
pliably* Savings Rates
’Mans
Check Writing Centring
feature.. Hanover GSL’S Vsluable Member Privileges Cell
947-7273 or drop by our office el

WVIO NEEDS FRANC I NE
HUFF’ NGTON AkrywONS?
I’VE 6er 71:2As-r.i!

clubs. 6051/1115 Custom screen
prInting on shins sweats, and

row

DESKTOP PUB( ISHING SERVICES
graphics
by...
Brochures,
HIGHTECH RESUME DESIGNS of
We
all heels up to ..utiv.

Jusr

C.1460: NG.

low Glen area cell Mario at 448,194

559-3500, 1645 S Bascom Ave.
CC
Heir Today Gone Tenor

CREDIT’ CREDIT’ CREDIT’ for sty.
dents interested In obtaining
credll Get your VI. Mastercard

Gary Delamore

PROOFREADING,

Call Shelly (408)247-7520

$600 mo Call 266-0439

95103-0114 EOE M F
DOWNTOWN

VAN-

Stott
B lvd, Santa Clare (between Son
Tomas £01000)

COUNSELOR DIRECT CARE STAFF
needed at residential facilities for
young adults & adolescents with
autism & related disabilities Full
and part time positrons available

Contact PAC L UTRAN

WANTED DINNER SHIFT WAITRESS
& busboy Call Mac at Minato Japanese R.taurant9O6-9711

ABLE

great lob for students. choice of
geog area Must be 16, have
phone 8 tromp CAR (415) 9642259

REWARD FOR INFORMATION loading
to the apprehension of persons
Involved In THEFT 417 of 69

Spanish

(408)2742050

CHILDCARE

best deal, no obligation independent broker, references call KEN
at 721-0639

PROVIDE SUMMER STORAGE for
your car in exchange for =ca.

WANTED DATA ENTRY pacitime,
nyln 50 WPM, good communes
lion Preferred spoken English &

Guaranteed soiery & bonuses We
train Call Dave 408-727-0447

COMPANIONS NEEDED for disabled
children adults We train. pot Urns

$2250 Eves 267-5476

Upper division or
graduate native-German speaker
who Is comfortable using
Macintosh Call 396-7600

TRANSLATOR’

CHEER UP. I’m hiring Due to expansion, I need more people to earn
$15010 $500 a week for part Hole
hours doing
phone promotion

Calltornla Nannies, 175 San Antonio Rd. Suit* 112. Los Altos Ca
94022. (415) 9442933

Al-

able Good coke & personality
Gail ISLAS at 2943033

person Tues-Sal EMIL E’s 545 S
2nd SI

POSITIONS
AVAILFull and pan time permanent positions available Northern

allooepher

ffirnoon & evening Shins mei,

BUSSPERSONS NEEDED, fffie dining
experience necessary Apply in

BUY A NEW CAR hassle free for less
money You pick the model, make
and accessories We find you the

CHEVY SPORTS COUPE, 1983 CITATION X-11 Low blue book V6 4
.pd pa pb pwr windows, air.
cruise cntl, am fm stereo. new
tires.
clutch, muffler.

supportive

AGENCY NEEDS AD GRUNT Must
type 40-50 wpm and be willing to
do everything-that
legal Coil
Cathy 1401) 7394543

Berke Breathed

Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dales only
No refunds on cancelled ads

Wednesday, May 3, 19S9/Spartan Daily

Page I 2

Olp ’Honor tooriptg 01

vvt 1Kappa
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47
San Jose State University Chapter

OUTSTANDING STUDENTS
The top 5% of juniors and the top 10% of seniors
are invited to membership

May 3, 1989
Charm
Pauline
Karen
Shirley
Daniel
Rebecca
nn
Suzanne
Lauretta
Aaron
Gina
Lilian
Diana
Michelle
Joffre
Pamela
Imogene
Linda
Deborah
Kim
Stacey
Carol
Coralyn
Karen
Bonnie
Nand
Jody
Karen
Elsiu
Irene
Judy
Yuan
Gen
Sheron
Lori
Steven
Cecilia
Kristy
Kimberly
Robert
Sheran
Anna
Elizabeth
Kathie
Silva
Anh
Laurence
Tram
Virginia

F.
M.
J.
C.
P.
J.
A.
E.
K.
B.
1’.
A.
P.
E.
F.
J.

w.

M.
J.
K.
E.
Y.
M.
L.
C.
R.

w.

M.

C.
w.
Y.
L.

L.
A.
F.
M.
S.
K.
S.
L.
P.
A.
A.
V.

Q.

M.
N.
N.

Adams
Amo
Anderson
Anderson
Andrade
Armstrong
Ausloos
Bahmanyar
Bajema
Ballard
Barbieri
Barria
Bates
Berg
Bernard
Berreyesa
Blatz
Blount
Borawski
Burson
Butcher
Campbell
Caragan
Carlson
Carlucci
Caron
Chan
Chan
Chang
Chen
Chen
Cheng
Chiang
Chic
Choate
Cirica
Clark
Coleman
Cortes
Covolo
Criqui
Cunningham
Custodio
Cutshall
Da
Dang
Dang
Dao
Davi

Mildred
Alice
Sandra
Karen
Ali
Allison
Beverly
Roberta
Kelly
David
Vince
Linda
Dinh
Mary
Douglas
Sandra
Suzanne
Karen
Dilnavaz
Jill
Gang
Carol
Sarvar
Patricia
Craig
Cynthia
Laura
Mary
Thomas
Jessica
Paula
Christine
Susan
Lisa
Anahita
Narges
Lynn
Lisa
Adrienne
Julio
Kathleen
Rosalie
Carole
Serena
Larry
Mineko
Thomas
Cynthia
Tami

S.
M.
E.
M.
L.
J.
L.
A.
R.
M.
A.
C.
B.
Y.
F.
D.
A.

L.
A.
C.
F.

w.
J.
R.
NI.
D.

C.
A.
A.
J.
B.
0.
D.
S.
S.

Davila-Perez
Davis
Delman
Derenzi
Doctorforootan
Douglas
Douglas
Douydaitis
Doyle
Driesbach
Du
Dunn
Duong
East
Eddy
Edwards
Egan
Ehlenberg
Engineer
Erickson
Fang
Faught
Fereidounian
Flaherty
Flores
Fong
Foster
Furey
Gallagher
Galustian-Garrett
Ganser
Gardner
Garretson
Gaunt
Ghafourpour
Ghodrat
Giang
Giuliano
Golden -Stone
Gonzalez
Gonzalez
Govek
Greene
Griffith
Guernsey
Hall
Hamilton
Handel
Hansen

Lena
Elaine
Charles
David
Andrew
Thomas
Larry
Victoria
Damon
Ines
Claudia
Tanya
Roxann
Loretta
Penelope
Jane
Timothy
Ruth
Arthur
Corine
Nancy
Bonnie
Michael
Doris
Anne
Shannon
Alan
Janet
Dianne
Linda
Leigh
Ingeborg
Julie
Susan
Jew
Michelle
Todd
Mary
Elizabeth
Lori
Chung
Kathleen
Tamara
David
Larry
Hiram
Hung
Wendy
Sandra

E.
K.
A.
M.
F.
C.
N.
J.
C.
L.
G.
J.
A.
M.
A.
M.
L.
L.
A.
L.
D.
A.
M.
J.
J.
A.
B.
R.
A.
A.
K.
C.
D.
II.
L.
F.
M.
A.
L.
R.
L.
R.
P.
C.
B.
V.

Hansson
Harding
Hardison
Hargraves
Hayes
Headline
Herald
Hernandez
Herr
Hill
Hirotsu
Hogg
Hokanson
Holt
Hyink
Johnson
Johnson
Jones
Jue
Jue
Kato
Kayser
Kazel
Keel
Kegle
Kelsey
Kendrick
Kent
Kershaw
Kinney
Kirmsse
Kolar
Koyano
Kries
Kuo
Lam
Larkin
Lasbury
Latona
Leasher
Ley
Lindsay
Lodder
Lowe
Lumbreras
Luttmers
Ly
Lynn
Macmahon

Mildred
Sharon
Hin
Kari
Etta
Doris
Linda
Teresa
Dorothy
Benjamin
Julia
William
Lauri
Rashmita
Muriel
Joanna
Gabrielle
Carol
Southstone
Margaret
Joseph
Sandra
Nam
Oanh
Rebecca
Karen
Martin
Roberta
Sarah
Lenore
Mary
Arlene
Jesus
Marinell
Mary
Jan
Mary
Laura
Robin
Wendy
Charmaine
Sharon
Kathleen
Monika
Margaret
Kristeena
Jon
Wendy
Paul

M. Madamba
Y. Makovsky
Man
M. Marchant
D. Mascarenas
H. Matsui
J. Matthews
L. McDaniel
E. McGinley
K. Meeker
M. Meijer
T. Melton
R. Michaels
Mistry
A. Monrad
E. Mooney
K. Moore
A. Morrow
MO0011
S. Murray
R. Nadalet
M. Nelsen
H. Nguyen
T. Nguyen
0. Nicholas
A. Nilli
G. Nothstein
A. Oconnor
w. Okumura
M. Olivas-Brazil
Olsen
H. Pao
S. Parayno
Parker
A. Partridge
M. Perez
E. Perrien
Peters
L. Pfluger
M. Phillips
M. Picone
F. Prefontaine
A. Quigley
Rajdev
M. Rendler
S. Renwick
N. Revells
S. Romero
C. Russo

Colleen
Virgina
Lynn
Jeannette
Malinda
Jerry
Casslene
Jeannie
Arlan
Christine
Pamela
Geoffrey
Lewis
Daniel
Georgian
Renee
Theresa
E
IC..11.
Thomas
Catherine
Laurence
Linda
Heather
Kathleen
Deborah
Janet
Lanchi
Anne
Li
Robert
Debra
Shelley
Chris
Mary
Joseph
Marjorie
Kirsten
Maureen
Bobby
Kim
Shu
Hedieh
May
Susan

M. Scanlan
A. Schmidek
S. Schoennauer
B. Schwarz
L. Selden
A. Shumard
M. Slockbower
C. Slone
E. Smith
R. Snider
M. Stafford
D. Stark
A. Stevenson
S. Tam
R. Tashjian
M. Tavares
A. Terrio
D. Terron
D. Thomson
J. Thotus
M. Tompkison
Tourel
M. Tovar
K. Treen
M. Tynan
J. Valenzuela
E. Venuti
P. Vo
F. Wagner
C. Wang
E. Webber
A. Webster
West
0. White
White
A. Williams
L. Wilser
I. Woldman
M. Wolgat
Wong
E. Wood-Kuffel
M. Wu
Yaghmai
F. Yee
D. Zaslaw

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD
Nettye Goddard

Education & English

ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
Robert Bornstien
Robert Romig
Clifford Schmidt

Meterology
Chemical Engineering
Biological Science

FALCULTY INITIATES
Jean Beard
Dennis Brown
Toni Campbell
Carol Christiensen
Nettye Goddard
Allison Ileisch
Robert Manning
Rebecca Martin
Patricia Nichols
Karen Reynolds
Diane Schaffer
Pamela Stacks

Biological Sciences
Journalism & Mass Communications
Child Development
Human Performance
Education & English
English
Music
Library
English
Elementary Education
Social Work
Chemistry

LOCAL OFFICERS FOR 1989-90
President
Vice President
Secretary-Treasurer
Public Relations
Delegates-at-Large

Past President

John Baird
John Williams
Mara Southern
Lou Lewandowski
Selma Burkom
Ron McBeath
Don Myronuk
Jo Whitlach
Wanda Blockhus

Marketing/Communications
Geology
Testing/Psychology
Graduate Studies/English
Faculty Affairs/American Studies
Instructional Resources
Mechanical Engineering
Library
Marketing

